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Abstract 

Genetically engineered crops have the potential to play a key role in achieving global food security 

and transitioning to a more sustainable agriculture. In recent years, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has 

emerged as a powerful tool for crop genome editing. CRISPR/Cas9 enables the targeted and 

precise modification of plant genomes via the creation and subsequent repair of site-specific DNA 

double-strand breaks (DSBs). The system consists of the Cas9 endonuclease in complex with a 

small guide RNA (gRNA) that is designed to target a specific site in the genome. Site-specific DSBs 

generated by Cas9 are repaired through non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology 

directed repair (HDR). NHEJ is error-prone and often produces small insertions or deletions 

(indels) that result in gene knockout. Alternatively, if an exogenous DNA donor template is 

delivered to the cell, then precise modifications can be made via HDR. The CRISPR/Cas9 system 

has been successfully applied to many model and crop plants. However, it can be difficult to 

achieve highly efficient and specific editing in polyploid species. Therefore, the main aim of this 

PhD project was to develop tools and methods for optimising the CRISPR/Cas9 for efficient and 

specific genome editing in hexaploid bread wheat (Triticum aestivum).  

To test the efficacy of the CRISPR/Cas9 system for gene knockout, three gRNAs were designed to 

target Ms1, a male fertility gene that has been proposed for use in hybrid seed production. 

CRISPR/Cas9 vectors were delivered to immature embryos via Agrobacterium-mediated stable 

transformation, and the regenerated T0 lines were screened for targeted indels produced via 

NHEJ. Only one of the three gRNAs was efficacious. Five per cent (2/40) of T0 lines carrying the 

active gRNA were edited and male sterile, whereas all unedited lines were fully fertile. The 

recessive mutations were stably transmitted to the T1, T2 and T3 generations, as was the male 

sterile phonotype.  

Given the observed variability in the efficacy of different gRNAs targeting the same gene, and 

given that wheat transformation and tissue culture takes months and is laborious, a method was 

developed for the rapid assessment of gRNA activity and specificity. Seven gRNAs were designed 
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to target EPSPS, a gene involved in aromatic amino acid biosynthesis. CRISPR/Cas9 vectors were 

then transiently transformed into wheat protoplasts. Three out of the seven gRNAs induced 

mutations at moderate to high frequencies. gRNA specificity was correlated with the number and 

distribution of mismatches in the ‘seed’ region of the gRNA. One of the gRNAs was selected as 

potentially suitable for the development of non-transgenic herbicide resistant wheat lines.   
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Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is presented as a series of three papers. The first paper is a review, which is intended 

for submission to a peer-reviewed journal. The other two papers are experimental manuscripts, 

which have been submitted for publication. In the Preface (this section), a general introduction is 

given to set the context for the thesis. Chapter 1 is the review paper, which provides the 

background for the experimental manuscripts that follow. The review paper details various 

strategies for optimising the CRISPR/Cas9 system for different applications, and identifies the 

main technical challenges that must be overcome in order to realise the full potential of the 

technology. Chapter 2 is a published experimental manuscript that reports on the successful 

application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in wheat, for the generation of mutant lines that could be 

used in hybrid seed production. Chapter 3 is an experimental manuscript that reports on the 

development of a method for optimising the CRISPR/Cas9 system using wheat protoplasts. 

Chapter 3 has been submitted for publication and is presented in the format specified by the 

target journal, with only minor changes to improve readability. Chapters 1-3 are prefaced by 

statements of authorship describing the authors’ contributions. Chapter 4 is a general discussion 

covering the overall significance of the work presented in the thesis, the contribution to 

knowledge, problems encountered, and future research directions.  

This thesis is in agreement with The University of Adelaide Higher Degree by Research 

Specifications for Thesis 2018.  
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Context of the thesis 

A major challenge of the 21st century is to ensure global food security for the growing world 

population in the face of climate change and dwindling resources. In order to meet this challenge, 

new crop breeding technologies must be developed to increase the rate of yield gain (Tester and 

Langridge, 2010). The ideal technology would be targeted, efficient, specific and flexible.  

In the last decade, efficient and specific targeted mutagenesis has been achieved in a wide range 

of organisms (including plants) through the use of genome editing technologies such as 

engineered meganucleases (MNs) (Arnould et al., 2011), zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) (Urnov et al., 

2010), and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) (Mussolino and Cathomen, 

2012). However, MNs, ZFNs and TALENs have not been widely adopted, as their targeting 

mechanisms are based on complex protein-DNA interactions (Sander and Joung, 2014). In 2012-

2013, a revolutionary genome editing technology called CRICPR/Cas9 was introduced (Gasiunas et 

al., 2012; Jinek et al., 2012, 2013; Cho et al., 2013; Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). Compared 

with older genome editing technologies, the CRISPR/Cas9 system is simpler, much more flexible, 

and less expensive. Consequently, CRISPR/Cas9 technology was rapidly adopted by plant scientists 

(Feng et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Mao et al., 2013; Miao et al., 2013; Nekrasov 

et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2013; Xie and Yang, 2013).  

Wheat (Triticum spp.) is the most widely grown cereal in the world with over 220 million ha 

planted annually. It provides about one-fifth of daily calories and protein for the human 

population, making it one of the most important staple foods and the world’s most important 

protein source (Shiferaw et al., 2013). Wheat dominates world trade in food crops, and is the 

largest food import in developing countries (Dixon et al., 2009). Therefore, wheat plays a crucial 

role in global food security.  

At the time this PhD project was started, there were only a few published reports of CRISPR/Cas9-

mediated genome editing in wheat (Shan et al., 2013; Upadhyay et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). 

The first two studies (Shan et al., 2013; Upadhyay et al., 2013) focused exclusively on testing the 
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functionality of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in isolated or cultured wheat cells. The latter of the three 

studies (Wang et al., 2014) was the first to demonstrate the use of CRISPR/Cas9 for generating 

wheat plants carrying targeted mutations, although the mutations did not produce the desired 

phenotype. Moreover, it was not until two years later that the next report on CRISPR/Cas9-

mediated genome editing in wheat was published (Zhang et al., 2016). By contrast, reports of 

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing in other important crops like rice were abundant (around 

30 publications by the end of 2016). Thus, it was (and still is) evident that genome editing in 

wheat with the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be a challenge. There are a few reasons for this: wheat 

has a large and complex (hexaploid) genome in containing many functionally redundant genes; 

until very recently, a high-quality annotated wheat reference genome sequence was not 

available; wheat is recalcitrant to transformation. Thus, there is a need to develop tools and 

methods that will improve the efficiency and specificity of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in wheat.  
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Research objectives 

The objectives of this PhD thesis were to:  

1. Test the CRISPR/Cas9 system and apply it to wheat for the production of mutant lines. 

2. Develop tools and methods for optimising the CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome editing in 

wheat. 
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Summary 

The CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system is revolutionising the field of plant biology. Due to its 

efficiency, specificity and unparalleled flexibility, the technology has been rapidly and widely 

adopted for a range of applications such as multiplex gene knockout, targeted sequence insertion, 

and base editing. A variety of strategies have been developed for optimising CRISPR/Cas9 

components and delivery systems. This review details the main optimisation strategies and 

identifies the key challenges that must be overcome in order to realise the full potential of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome editing in plants.  

 

Introduction 

For a long time, gene functional studies and crop breeding were limited by a reliance on imprecise 

techniques, namely crossbreeding, physical/chemical mutagenesis, and T-DNA insertion. The 

inability to target specific sequences in the genome necessitated the screening of large mutant 

populations in the hope of finding something interesting or potentially useful. Today, the field of 

plant biology is experiencing a revolution due to the emergence of the CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered 

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat/CRISPR-associated protein 9) system as a tool for 

targeted and precise editing of the genome in any species.   

CRISPR/Cas systems are prokaryotic adaptive immune systems that confer resistance to invasive 

nucleic acids such as viral genomes and plasmids [1]. Immunity is conferred by the activity of RNA-

guided nucleases (such as Cas9), which target and cleave invading nucleic acids in a sequence-

specific manner. CRISPR/Cas systems are divided into two classes, with multi-subunit effector 

complexes in Class 1 (types I, III and IV) and single protein effector modules in Class 2 (types II, V 

and VI) [2]. Several Class 2 systems have been repurposed for genome editing, and the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system (type II) is the most widely used.  
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In nature, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has three components: the Cas9 endonuclease, a CRISPR RNA 

(crRNA), and a trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA). The crRNA, which contains a short ‘spacer’ 

(guide) sequence (previously captured from an invading nucleic acid and stored in the host 

genome) at the 5’ end, hybridises to the tracrRNA and then the RNA hybrid molecule forms a 

complex with Cas9. Recognition of invading viral DNA by Cas9 is dependent on Watson-Crick base 

pairing between the crRNA guide and the corresponding viral ‘protospacer’ sequence, as well as 

the presence of a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), which is located immediately 3’ of the 

protospacer [3]. Following recognition, Cas9 cleaves the viral DNA and then dissociates.  

To repurpose the CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome editing, the crRNA and tracrRNA were fused 

together into a single synthetic guide RNA (gRNA) that is capable of mediating targeted cleavage 

of DNA by Cas9 [3]. Subsequently, CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing in human cells was 

demonstrated [4, 5]. Targeted mutagenesis was achieved by generating Cas9-induced DNA 

double-strand breaks (DSBs) at specific sites in endogenous genes. Repair of DSBs through error-

prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) resulted in small insertions/deletions (indels) that 

disrupted gene function. Some DSBs were repaired though homology directed repair (HDR), which 

is a more precise DNA repair pathway. In addition, simultaneous editing of multiple loci (multiplex 

editing) was achieved through combined delivery of different gRNAs. Before long, the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system was validated in multiple plant species [6–12]. However, it quickly became 

apparent that optimisation of the CRISPR/Cas9 system would be needed to overcome the many 

challenges that arose. In this review, the main strategies for optimisation are detailed, and 

current challenges are identified and discussed with a view to providing guidance for future 

research.  

 

gRNA design 

A number of factors influence gRNA activity and specificity including PAM presence/absence, the 

PAM sequence, gRNA guide length, the target site sequence, and the presence of off-target sites 
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in the genome. For Cas9, the gRNA is ~100 nucleotides (nt) in length, and consists of the gRNA 

scaffold with a guide at the 5’ end. The guide is typically 20 nt in length, and its sequence is 

defined by the target protospacer, which is located immediately upstream of a canonical 5’-NGG-

3’ PAM. The canonical cut site is 3 bp upstream of the PAM. In human cells, lengthening the guide 

to 30 nt resulted in lower on-target editing efficiencies, and no increase in specificity [13]. By 

contrast, truncated gRNAs (tru-gRNAs) containing guides that are 17-18 nt in length can increase 

specificity without sacrificing on-target editing efficiencies in human cells [14, 15] and Drosophila 

[16]. Efficient targeted mutagenesis has been demonstrated using tru-gRNAs in Arabidopsis [17] 

and tomato [18]. However, it remains unclear as to whether or not tru-gRNAs have higher 

specificity compared with their corresponding standard length gRNAs in plants. Shortening the 

guide to 14-16 nt results in a ‘dead gRNA’ (dRNA) that can home catalytically active Cas9 to its 

target site without inducing DSBs [19, 20]. dRNAs and gRNAs have been multiplexed together for 

simultaneous transcriptional regulation and genome editing using a single Cas9 protein in human 

cells [19, 20], thereby removing the need to use orthogonal Cas9 proteins from different species 

for such applications [21]. Thus, standard length guides are recommended for standard 

applications that require efficient and specific editing, but the use of shorter guides should be 

considered for applications that require higher specificity, and for advanced applications such as 

the one described above.  

Another important gRNA design consideration is the sequence of the target site. Analyses of 1,841 

gRNAs targeting a panel of nine genes in mammalian cells revealed sequence features that 

correlate with on-target gRNA activity [22]. In particular, it was found that certain nucleotides are 

favoured/disfavoured at certain positions, especially in and around the PAM [22]. For example, at 

the position immediately 5’ of the PAM, G is strongly favoured and C is strongly disfavoured. The 

findings were used to develop an online tool called sgRNA Designer that provides gRNA activity 

scores based on a predictive model, for any input DNA sequence [22]. Subsequently, a number of 

other online tools for predicting on-target gRNA activity were developed, such as SSC [23], 

CRISPRscan [24], WU-CRISPR [25] and sgRNA Scorer 2.0 [26]. The sgRNA Designer tool was also 
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updated with an improved on-target scoring model called Azimuth 2.0 [27]. Some of these tools 

produce activity scores that take into account not just sequence features but also gRNA structural 

characteristics, which likely affect gRNA loading into Cas9 and target site recognition/binding. The 

choice of which tool(s) to use should be based on the nature of the experiment. sgRNA Designer 

and WU-CRISPR are recommended for gRNAs transcribed in vivo using the U6 promoter, whereas 

CRISPRscan is recommended for gRNAs transcribed in vitro using the T7 promoter. CCS provides a 

unique option to generate activity scores based on the application (genome editing or 

transcriptional regulation). sgRNA Scorer 2.0 is especially useful for experiments that use 

orthologous CRISPR systems. However, it should be noted that all of these tools were developed 

using data generated for animal systems. Position-specific nucleotide preferences that predict 

gRNA activity in animal systems were not found in a collection of 102 gRNAs that had previously 

been validated in plants [28]. Nevertheless, the tools are free, accessible, easy to use, and likely to 

have at least some predictive power for designing gRNAs that induce targeted mutations 

efficiently in plants.  

Cas9 can generate unintended mutations at off-target sites that have sequence similarity to the 

target site. Several reports based on whole genome sequencing or targeted deep sequencing 

indicate that off-target mutations are rare in edited plants, especially when compared with pre-

existing genetic variation, spontaneous mutations and somaclonal variation [29–33]. However, 

off-target mutations can sometimes occur at high frequencies [34]. It is desirable to avoid off-

target mutations, and this can be achieved by designing gRNAs that are likely to be active only at 

their intended target sites. The absence of a canonical PAM site greatly reduces or abolishes gRNA 

activity, and single mismatches and ‘bulges’ (single-base insertions or deletions) within the PAM-

proximal 5-13 nucleotide ‘seed’ region are generally not tolerated, especially in the presence of 

other mismatches [35–40]. Based on these and other gRNA/Cas9 binding rules, a number of free 

online bioinformatics tools have been developed to facilitate both the identification of potential 

off-target sites in the genome, and the design of gRNAs that have high predicted specificity. Some 

of these tools are applicable to plants e.g. E-CRISP [41], Breaking-Cas [42], CRISPR-P 2.0 [43], 
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CRISPR-PLANT v2 [44], and CRISPOR [45]. The key differences between the tools relate to the 

alignment and scoring algorithms, the adjustable parameters, and the genome sequences 

available for analyses. Although these bioinformatics tools are certainly useful, some gRNAs that 

they predict to be highly specific may still induce off-target mutations at high frequencies [34]. 

CIRCLE-Seq [46] is a highly sensitive in vitro method for genome-wide identification of potential 

off-target sites. The method is simple, rapid, and does not require a reference genome sequence. 

CIRCLE-Seq was recently used to identify potential off-target sites in edited maize plants [31]. In 

vivo methods for genome-wide identification of potential off-target sites have also been 

developed, but have yet to be applied to plants. GUIDE-Seq is one such method that could 

potentially be applied to plant protoplasts [47]. However, given that off-target mutations are rare 

in plants, and considering that off-target mutations can be removed through backcrossing 

(assuming they are not linked to the target locus), in silico identification of potential off-target 

sites and/or CIRCLE-seq will usually suffice.    

 

gRNA expression systems  

High levels of gRNA expression are needed for efficient genome editing with the CRISPR/Cas9 

system. Indeed, early studies reporting on the application of CRISPR/Cas9 in human cells and 

plant protoplasts indicated that gRNA expression and/or loading into Cas9 may be the limiting 

factor for Cas9-mediated DNA cleavage [7, 48]. In both animals and plants, the snRNA U6 Pol III 

promoter is widely used for strong and constitutive gRNA expression. The U6 promoter requires a 

G at the +1 position for transcription initiation, which means that the nucleotide at the 5’ end of 

the gRNA must be a G. Therefore, when using the U6 promoter for gRNA expression, it is 

recommended to either select target sites that have a G at the 5’ end, or else append a 

mismatched G to the 5’ end of the gRNA [49]. Alternatively, gRNA expression can be driven by the 

snRNA U3 Pol III promoter, which requires an A for transcription initiation. In either case, the use 

of an optimised gRNA scaffold in which the internal Pol III pause signal (present in the native 
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sequence) is mutated may increase transcription and editing efficiencies, as demonstrated in 

human cells [50]. 

The CRISPR/Cas9 system lends itself well to multiplexing, but construction and delivery of multiple 

gRNA vectors or single vectors containing multiple gRNA expression cassettes is not always 

straightforward. To address this issue, optimised expression systems for multiplex plant genome 

editing have been developed. One approach is to stack multiple gRNA expression cassettes, each 

containing a different Poll III promoter, into a single plasmid using the Golden Gate or Gibson 

Assembly cloning methods [51–53]. Using this approach, up to eight gRNA expression cassettes 

may be combined into a single vector for efficient delivery to plant cells [51, 53]. However, cloning 

of six or more gRNA expression cassettes into a single vector can be challenging [53]. Multiple 

gRNAs can also be expressed from a single polycistronic gene. In this case, the polycistronic 

transcripts are processed into individual gRNAs by the bacterial CRISPR endoribonuclease Csy4 

[54, 55], endogenous tRNA processing enzymes [56], or ribozymes [57]. This approach has 

significant advantages: it allows a larger number of gRNAs to be cloned into a single vector (up to 

12 so far); it allows the use of a constitutive, inducible, or tissue-specific Pol II promoter to drive 

the expression of all of the gRNAs; in the case of the Cys4 and tRNA systems, it can lead to higher 

editing efficiencies in plants compared with using constructs containing multiple gRNA expression 

cassettes [58]. Therefore, the use of a polycistronic construct is recommended for simultaneous 

expression of multiple gRNAs in vivo, especially when more than five gRNAs are multiplexed.    

gRNAs can also be expressed in vitro. The easiest way to do this is to use a commercial kit. In vitro 

gRNA expression is driven by the T7 promoter, which requires a G or (ideally) GG at the 5’ end of 

the gRNA to initiate transcription. The purified gRNA transcripts are mixed with purified Cas9 to 

produce ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes that can be delivered directly to animal or plant cells.   
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Cas9 modifications and Cpf1 

Cas9 has been modified in a variety of ways to improve its performance for different applications. 

Plant codon optimised versions of Cas9 are widely used, and in most cases they show superior 

performance compared with versions of Cas9 that are optimised for animals. For example, in rice, 

the use of rice codon optimised Cas9 resulted in editing efficiencies between 87-100%, whereas 

the efficiency of editing with human codon optimised Cas9 was only 7% [59]. In Arabidopsis 

protoplasts, plant codon optimised Cas9 was expressed at a substantially higher level than the 

human codon optimised Cas9 using the same expression vector [7]. Rice codon optimised Cas9 

performs well in wheat [6], presumably because they are both monocots.  

Cas9 nickases contain mutations that inactivate one of the two nuclease domains (RuvC or HNH), 

so that single strand DNA nicks are induced instead of DSBs. The most widely used Cas9 nickase is 

Cas9-D10A, whose RuvC domain is inactivated. The primary motivation for using Cas9 nickases is 

to reduce unwanted off-target mutations. This is achieved by using nickases in a paired 

configuration, such that DSBs can be created at the target site, while any single strand nicks 

created at off-target sites are repaired faithfully. In Arabidopsis, the use of Cas9-D10A in a non-

paired configuration reduced the frequency of DSBs at the target site by at least 740-fold 

compared with Cas9, yet Cas9-D10A and Cas9 stimulated intra-chromosomal homologous 

recombination at similar frequencies [60]. Moreover, when Cas9-D10A was used in a paired 

arrangement, the frequency of DSB induction was comparable to that of Cas9 [61]. In rice, 

unwanted off-target mutations were completely avoided by using paired Cas9-D10A, but on-

target editing efficiencies also decreased [62]. Taken together, these studies suggest that the 

paired Cas9-D10A method can greatly increase specificity, although highly active gRNAs should be 

used to ensure efficient induction of DSBs at the target site. Further studies are needed to 

determine whether non-paired Cas9 nickases can be used to generate single strand nicks that are 

repaired efficiently via the HDR pathway [63].  
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CRISPR/Cpf1 is a type V system that has received much attention as an alternative to 

CRISPR/Cas9. Unlike Cas9, which generates blunt-ended DSBs, Cpf1 produces DSBs with 5 nt 

overhangs (‘sticky ends’)  [64]. These sticky ends provide more control over targeted insertions. 

Also, Cpf1 recognises a 5′-TTTN-3’ PAM, and therefore expands the options for target site 

selection. Cpf1 induced mutations at almost 100% efficiency for the four independent target sites 

assessed in rice [65]. Cpf1 was also delivered as RNPs to soybean and tobacco for efficient and 

specific editing [66]. These initial results demonstrate that CRISPR/Cpf1 is a powerful tool for 

genome editing in plants. The next step is to test Cpf1 for targeted sequence insertion. Previously, 

targeted insertions (exon replacement) were generated in rice using Cas9 and an intron-targeting 

strategy [67]. However, the efficiency of sequence insertion was low. Therefore, Cpf1 may be a 

better alternative for such applications.  

 

Delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 components to plant cells 

Delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 components has been, and continues to be, a major challenge in plants. 

This is largely due to the plant cell wall, which acts as a barrier to delivery of exogenous 

biomolecules. In addition, plant regeneration in tissue culture (which is considered part of the 

transformation process) is time-consuming, laborious, and inefficient in most species/cultivars. 

Together, these two limitations currently form the main bottleneck in applying the CRISPR/Cas9 

system to plants [68]. 

Many of the methods used for delivering CRISPR/Cas9 components to plant cells are essentially 

the same as those used for conventional transgene delivery. PEG-mediated transformation of 

protoplasts is highly efficient but plant regeneration from protoplasts is currently unachievable in 

most species. Consequently, protoplasts have mainly been used for the rapid validation of 

CRISPR/Cas9 system components in transient assays [6, 7, 9, 10, 69], although a notable exception 

is that edited potato plants have been regenerated from transformed protoplasts [70]. 

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation is the most widely used delivery system for 
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CRISPR/Cas9-mediated plant genome editing, and the method varies depending on the species. 

Arabidopsis is one of very few species that can be stably transformed using an in planta method, 

namely floral dip [71], and this method is used routinely to produce edited Arabidopsis plants [10, 

12, 60, 72–75]. The main advantage of in planta transformation is that there is no tissue culture 

step. For other species, the process involves co-cultivation of Agrobacterium with calli or explants 

(immature embryos, cotyledons, leaf discs, stem segments etc.) followed by tissue culture and 

regeneration of stably transformed (and hopefully edited) plants expressing the CRISPR/Cas9 

transgenes [10, 12, 76–79]. In tobacco, the CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes can be delivered via leaf 

Agroinfiltration, and stably transformed plants can be regenerated via tissue culture using 

explants obtained from the infiltrated leaves [8]. Biolistics (particle bombardment) is also widely 

used for the delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes to immature embryos or calli of various crops 

including wheat [80, 81], rice [67], maize [82, 83] and soybean [84]. Using biolistics in wheat it has 

been shown that edited plants can be recovered without selecting for stable integration of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes during the tissue culture step [85]. The methods, called TECCDNA 

(Transient Expression of CRISPR/Cas9 DNA) and TECCRNA (Transient Expression of CRISPR/Cas9 

RNA), work because transient expression of CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes or in vitro transcribed RNA 

can provide sufficient amounts of Cas9 and gRNA to effect editing. One benefit of using selection-

free conditions is that it takes only 6-8 weeks to obtain testable wheat plants, instead of 8-12 

weeks. Also, in the case of TECCRNA, the delivery of in vitro transcribed RNA instead of DNA 

greatly reduces the chance of stable integration, although TECCRNA is more laborious (due to the 

in vitro transcription step) and results in lower frequencies of targeted mutagenesis [85]. 

Typically, stably integrated CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes are removed from the genomes of edited 

plants by conventional breeding, and the final product is often presented as non-transgenic. 

However, concerns have been raised about the potential for small insertions of vector DNA to go 

unnoticed when PCR and/or Southern blot analyses are used to confirm the absence of 

CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes in the genome [86].  
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An alternative to delivering CRISPR/Cas9 DNA or RNA is to deliver in vitro assembled RNP 

complexes. Genome editing with RNPs was first demonstrated in human cells [87] and later the 

method was adapted for plants. In the first demonstration in plants, RNPs were delivered to 

Arabidopsis, tobacco, rice and lettuce via PEG-mediated transformation of protoplasts, and edited 

lettuce plants were recovered [88]. RNPs can also be delivered using biolistics, as demonstrated in 

maize and wheat [82, 89]. These studies showed that delivery of RNPs instead of DNA vectors 

results in lower frequencies of targeted mutagenesis and much higher specificity. Most 

importantly, RNP-based genome editing does not require the delivery of a DNA vector, and thus 

the risk of DNA vector integration is eliminated. Therefore, the edited plants may be exempted 

from regulatory scrutiny.  

With the exception of Arabidopsis floral dip, all of the methods described above include a tissue 

culture step for plant regeneration. Many attempts have been made to develop Agrobacterium-

mediated in planta transformation methods for species other than Arabidopsis. An example is 

wheat, which is considered to be one of the more recalcitrant species for transformation. Wheat 

seed transformation [90, 91] and floral transformation [92] have been reported, but the methods 

have not proven reliable enough to replace well-established tissue culture-based methods.  

 A few single-stranded plant RNA viruses have been engineered as vectors for in planta and 

systemic delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 components. The first is Tobacco rattle virus (TRV), whose host 

range under laboratory conditions includes more than 400 species. Agrobacterium-mediated 

delivery of TRV-gRNA vectors to tobacco plants overexpressing Cas9 resulted in highly efficient 

targeted mutagenesis in inoculated and systemic leaves [93]. Targeted mutations were also 

detected in 1.7% (2/120) of M1 seedlings derived from early flowers [93]. However, one or both 

of the M1 seedlings were chimeric, and heritability of the targeted mutations was not 

demonstrated. Recently, the application of TRV-gRNA vectors was extended to Arabidopsis, and it 

was shown that Pea early-browning virus (PEBV) can be used as a vector for CRISPR/Cas9-

mediated genome editing in the same way as TRV [94]. It will be important to determine whether 

or not TRV and/or PEBV-based CRISPR/Cas9 systems can generate targeted mutations that are 
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heritable. Plant DNA viruses such as the bipartite begomoviruses (Geminiviridae) and their 

associated DNA satellite molecules could potentially be engineered as vectors for systemic in 

planta delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 components, and co-delivery of different kinds of viral vectors 

(e.g. geminivirus vectors and TRV vectors) also remains to be explored [95]. It may even be 

possible to create synthetic viral vectors built from scratch using genetic elements from different 

viruses. As well as the need to generate heritable edits, one of the main challenges is to overcome 

the limited cargo capacity of viral vectors. Ideally, the viral vector would carry all of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 components (instead of just the gRNAs) and move efficiently between cells for 

systemic infection. However, due to the large size of the Cas9 gene (>4 kb), this has yet to be 

achieved. One potential solution might be to use a small Cas9 ortholog such as SaCas9 (3.16 kb)  

[96] or CjCas9 (2.95 kb)  [97]. Depending on the virus used, other issues may arise such as the 

potential for negative effects on plant growth and reproduction due to systemic viral infection.   

The potential of nanoparticles to overcome many of the limitations in conventional plant 

transformation was recently highlighted [98]. Nanoparticles are promising materials for species-

independent in planta delivery of diverse cargo including CRISPR/Cas9 transgenes and RNPs. A 

recent study demonstrated efficient diffusion-based carbon nanotube (CNT)-mediated delivery of 

DNA reporter constructs to mature leaves of wheat and Eruca sativa, which resulted in strong 

transient protein expression [99]. The same study also demonstrated highly efficient gene 

silencing in tobacco leaves following CNT-mediated delivery of siRNA. Although much more work 

will be needed to optimise nanoparticle-based delivery systems for in planta germline 

transformation, these early results are certainly encouraging.  

 

Gene modification via non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 

Non-homologous end joining is the primary DSB repair pathway in somatic plant cells [100], and is 

therefore relatively easy to harness for genome editing. This repair pathway is error prone and 

often introduces a small insertion or deletion (indel) at the break site, which can shift the open 
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reading frame of a coding sequence or create a premature stop codon, resulting in gene 

knockout. The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been used for gene knockout to study gene function, and 

to engineer a variety of traits including disease resistance [101], altered development [102], male-

sterility [103–105], higher yield [106], and improved nutrition [107]. Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 

systems can be used to knock out multiple genes simultaneously [106, 108], and recently this 

strategy was used for de novo domestication of wild tomato [109]. To achieve gene knockout with 

the CRISPR/Cas9 system, it is generally recommended to target an early exon because gene 

activity is much less likely to be abolished if the indel is induced at the 3’ end of the coding 

sequence or in an intron. However, if the target gene encodes multiple proteins as a result of 

alternative splicing, then the introduction of a frameshift mutation or stop codon in an early exon 

may not result in gene knockout. In this case, complete knockout can be achieved through gene 

deletion, using a multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 system targeting the 5’ and 3’ ends of the gene. Multiplex 

CRISPR/Cas9 systems can also be used to create large mutations such as chromosomal deletions 

and translocations. For example, chromosomal deletions (115-245 kb) were created to delete 

gene clusters in rice [59], and a recent study demonstrated chromosomal translocations in 

Arabidopsis [110].  

Gene knockout in polyploid species is particularly challenging due to gene functional redundancy. 

For example, in hexaploid wheat, there are six alleles of most genes, and in most cases all six 

alleles must be knocked out in order to generate the mutant phenotype. This is difficult to achieve 

in the first generation; even if all six alleles are edited (which is not easy to achieve in itself), some 

of the targeted mutations may not create a frame shift or premature stop codon. Therefore, 

additional breeding steps (selfing and/or crossing) are often needed to combine null mutations or 

make them homozygous [81, 105]. The problem is exacerbated when multiple genes are targeted 

simultaneously, which probably explains why multiplex editing has rarely been attempted in 

wheat (but see [111]). The use of highly active gRNAs, combined with efficient delivery of 

CRISPR/Cas9 components, can help to overcome the problem of gene functional redundancy in 

polyploids.   
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Gene modification via homology directed repair (HDR) 

Homology directed repair of Cas9-induced DSBs or nicks can occur if a double-stranded DNA 

(dsDNA) or single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) donor template is delivered to the nucleus. The donor 

template contains the desired mutation, which is inserted or copied into the genome at the 

desired location during HDR. Thus, unlike NHEJ, HDR can be harnessed for targeted and precise 

sequence deletion/insertion/replacement. Unfortunately, however, HDR occurs at very low 

frequency in plants (it competes with the NHEJ repair pathway), and is therefore difficult to 

harness for genome editing. 

There are a number of ways to increase the frequency of HDR. In plants, the most successful 

method developed so far is the use of deconstructed mastrevirus (Geminiviridae) vectors for 

donor template delivery. These vectors lack viral coat and movement proteins (hence 

‘deconstructed’), and are therefore not capable of cell-to-cell movement. The method was first 

demonstrated in tobacco using deconstructed bean yellow dwarf virus [112]. In that report, it was 

shown that the frequency of HDR is dramatically increased due to replication of the donor 

template in the nucleus (higher donor template concentration) and pleiotropic activity of the 

mastrevirus Rep/RepA (replication) proteins. The method was then used to precisely insert a 

strong promoter upstream of a tomato gene (ANT1) controlling anthocyanin biosynthesis, 

resulting in overexpression and accumulation of pigments in foliage, flowers and fruit [113]. Also, 

point mutations (amino acid substitutions) were introduced into potato ALS1, conferring reduced 

herbicide susceptibility [114]. Later, the method was adapted for wheat [115] and rice [116] using 

deconstructed wheat dwarf virus vectors, and recently the bean yellow dwarf virus system was 

further optimised for tomato [117].  

A viable alternative to deconstructed mastrevirus vectors is to use biolistics to deliver a large 

quantity of the donor template. This strategy has been used to generate targeted and precise 

edits via HDR in maize [82, 118] and rice [119]. In human cells, HDR frequencies were increased by 
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rationally designing a ssDNA donor template to match the properties of the Cas9-DNA complex 

[120]. It would be well worth testing this method in plants.  

Another way to potentially increase the frequency of HDR in plants is through modulation of DNA 

repair pathways. In mammalian cells, inhibition of DNA ligase IV (a key enzyme in the NHEJ 

pathway) by the small molecule Scr7 increased the frequency of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR up to 

19-fold [121]. In Arabidopsis, the absence of KU70 (an important DNA repair protein involved in 

NHEJ) led to a five to 16-fold enhancement in zinc finger nuclease-mediated HDR [122]. In plants, 

homologous recombination can be induced via heat shock [123] or treatment with UV-B radiation 

[124].  

Recently, it was shown that CRISPR/Cas9-mediated induction of DSBs in somatic cells can result in 

targeted recombination between homologous chromosomes [125]. In theory, the CRISPR/Cas9 

system could also be used for targeted meiotic recombination, which would greatly increase the 

efficiency of conventional breeding.  

 

Base editing 

Tools have been created that enable editing of target nucleotides (‘base editing’) in plants without 

the creation of DSBs and without the need to deliver a DNA donor template. Originally developed 

for base editing in mammalian cells [126], these tools were rapidly adapted for use in plants. Cas9 

nickase-cytidine deaminase fusions have been used to generate C to T (or G to A) transitions 

within a ~7 bp window at the target site in rice, wheat, maize and tomato [127–129]. Recently, a 

new plant adenine base editor (Cas9 nickase-adenosine deaminase fusion) was developed, 

enabling A to G (or T to C) transitions [130]. Thus, it is now possible to edit all base pairs. Base 

editing is highly efficient but currently there are several limitations. First, as base editing occurs 

within a window, there can be a lack of precision and/or a lack of coverage. Second, the 

nucleotide transitions are not the same every time. For example, the Cas9 nickase-cytidine 

deaminase fusion can sometimes generate C to G transversions [129]. Also, the Cas9 nickase 
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fusions can generate DSBs, albeit at low frequencies. Therefore, further optimisation of base 

editing tools is needed to improve the precision/coverage and fidelity. Recently, a new base 

editing tool with a broadened editing window and enhanced fidelity was developed [131]. 

Moreover, CRISPR/Cas9 base editors can be delivered as RNPs for DNA-free base editing [132]. 

Thus, it is evident that base editing has great potential for crop improvement.  

 

Discussion 

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a powerful tool for plant genome editing, owing to its simplicity, 

flexibility, efficiency and specificity. Each of the system components can be optimised in a variety 

of ways to improve editing outcomes. However, in order to realise the full potential of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system, a number of significant technical challenges must be overcome. Currently, 

the main bottleneck is plant transformation, especially the dependence on tissue culture for plant 

regeneration. Therefore, the development of simple and reliable methods for in planta delivery of 

CRISPR/Cas9 components would greatly accelerate progress. Virus-mediated delivery and 

nanoparticle-mediated delivery are potential solutions that should be explored. The other major 

challenge is to optimise the CRISPR/Cas9 system and other CRISPR systems for highly efficient and 

precise multiplex editing, especially via HDR and base editing. This would provide a key tool for 

the rapid development of new crop varieties, which is necessary to meet the much bigger 

challenge of global food security.  
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Summary
The development and adoption of hybrid seed technology have led to dramatic increases in
agricultural productivity. However, it has been a challenge to develop a commercially viable
platform for the production of hybrid wheat (Triticum aestivum) seed due to wheat’s strong
inbreeding habit. Recently, a novel platform for commercial hybrid seed production was
described. This hybridization platform utilizes nuclear male sterility to force outcrossing and has
been applied to maize and rice. With the recent molecular identification of the wheat male
fertility gene Ms1, it is now possible to extend the use of this novel hybridization platform to
wheat. In this report, we used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to generate heritable, targeted mutations
in Ms1. The introduction of biallelic frameshift mutations into Ms1 resulted in complete male
sterility in wheat cultivars Fielder and Gladius, and several of the selected male-sterile lines were
potentially non-transgenic. Our study demonstrates the utility of the CRISPR/Cas9 system for the
rapid generation of male sterility in commercial wheat cultivars. This represents an important
step towards capturing heterosis to improve wheat yields, through the production and use of
hybrid seed on an industrial scale.

Introduction

Global demand for food crops is projected to double between
2005 and 2050 (Tilman et al., 2011). In order to meet future
demand and limit the environmental impact associated with doing
so, new breeding technologies must be developed to increase
crop yields (Tester and Langridge, 2010). Capturing heterosis
through hybrid breeding is one of few crop improvement
technologies that offers rapid and significant yield gains across
diverse production environments. Hybrid seed has long been
widely used for the production of major cereal crops such as maize
and rice, but it has been a challenge to develop a commercially
viable hybridization platform for bread wheat (Triticum aestivum)
due to wheat’s strong inbreeding features, and the absence of a
simple, inexpensive and reliable system for hybrid seed produc-
tion. Heterotic yield gains of more than 10% and enhanced yield
stability have been observed in experimental wheat hybrids
(Longin et al., 2013; M€uhleisen et al., 2014), underscoring the
potential of this breeding method. Given that wheat provides
approximately one-fifth of dietary calories and protein for the
human population (Shiferaw et al., 2013), it is clear that the

development of a viable wheat hybridization platform could have
a substantial positive impact on global food security.

Commercial hybrid seed production requires efficient cross-
pollination between genetically distinct parental inbred lines. In
addition, self-pollination of the female parent must be avoided. In
wheat, this has been difficult to achieve on a large scale due to a
lack of efficient and reliable methods for separating the sexes and
forcing outcrossing (Whitford et al., 2013). Recently, a novel
hybridization platform that utilizes nuclear male sterility was
described for maize (Wu et al., 2016). A key component of the
platform is seed production technology (SPT), a process that
enables the propagation of non-transgenic nuclear male-sterile
inbred lines for use as female parents. This hybridization platform
has since been extended to rice, a development that was made
possible by the identification and isolation of the rice male fertility
gene OsNP1 (Chang et al., 2016). Recently, we identified the
wheat male fertility gene Ms1 by map-based cloning and
demonstrated its function via complementation of the EMS-
derived mutation ms1d (Tucker et al., 2017). In our previous
report, we also described how Ms1 could be used to establish SPT
in wheat, and we highlighted the potential of genome editing for
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rapidly introducing highly penetrant recessivems1 alleles into elite
wheat lines.

The CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeats)/Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) system is currently
the most widely used genome editing technology, largely due to
its simplicity and flexibility. The system has two components that
together form a ribonucleoprotein complex: the Cas9 endonu-
clease and a small guide RNA (gRNA). The gRNA contains a 20
nucleotide guide sequence that is designed to target a specific
site (protospacer) in the genome via Watson–Crick base pairing.
The protospacer must be located immediately 50 to a protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM), whose canonical form is 50-NGG-30 (Jinek
et al., 2012). Following target site recognition, Cas9 creates a
DNA double-strand break (DSB). Repair of the DSB through the
error-prone non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway often
leaves a lesion in the form of a small insertion/deletion (indel)
mutation. Such mutations can shift the open reading frame of a
coding sequence or introduce a pre-mature stop codon, resulting
in gene knockout.

Here, we used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to generate Ms1
knockout wheat lines that exhibit male sterility in the first
generation. One of the recessive ms1 alleles was highly penetrant
and stably transmitted to the T1, T2 and T3 generations. Our
results demonstrate the utility of the CRISPR/Cas9 system for the
rapid generation of nuclear male sterility in hexaploid wheat. We
anticipate that this approach will facilitate the development of a
commercially viable wheat hybridization platform.

Results

gRNA and vector design

Using partial Ms1 (chromosome 4BS), Ms-A1 (4AL homoeolog)
andMs-D1 (4DS homoeolog) sequences derived from T. aestivum
cultivars Fielder and Gladius (NCBI GenBank accessions
MK039721, MK039722, MK039723, MK039724, MK039725,
MK039726), we designed three gRNAs (LTPG1-1, LTPG1-2 and
LTPG1-4) that target exon 1 of Ms1 (Figure 1a). All three gRNAs
targeted a predicted signal peptide. LTPG1-1 was mismatched on
chromosomes 4AL (positions +8 and +10 upstream of the PAM in
the protospacer) and 4DS (position +8). LTPG1-2 was mismatched
on chromosomes 4BS (position +20), 4AL (positions +2, +4 and
+20) and 4DS (positions +4, +15 and +20). LTPG1-4 was
mismatched on chromosomes 4AL (positions +2, +11, +14 and
+20) and 4DS (position +20). Given that single mismatches at the
PAM-distal end of the guide sequence (i.e. position +20) are well-
tolerated unlike mismatches at the PAM-proximal end (Hsu et al.,
2013), we expected that LTPG1-1 and LTPG1-2 would specifically
target Ms1 on 4BS, while LTPG1-4 would target both Ms1 and
Ms-D1. A schematic of the Agrobacterium T-DNA binary vector
used for transformation is shown in Figure 1b.

Identification of transgenic T0 plants with targeted
mutations in Ms1

We transformed 444 immature embryos of cv. Gladius and 352
immature embryos of cv. Fielder. We produced a total of 74 T0
transgenic lines (36 of cv. Gladius and 38 of cv. Fielder) carrying
gRNA LTPG1-1 (18 lines), LTPG1-2 (40 lines) or LTPG1-4 (16 lines).
Transgene copy numbers ranged from 1 to 18 (Table S1). Two
edited lines, both carrying LTPG1-2, were identified by capillary
separation of fluorescently labelled Ms1-specific amplicons
(Figure 2a). Line GL353-119 (cv. Gladius, transgene copy num-
ber = 12) was a biallelic heterozygous mutant (+1/!3), and

FL353-19 (cv. Fielder, transgene copy number = 7) was a biallelic
mutant (+1/+1). TIDE (Tracking of Indels by DEcomposition)
analysis (Brinkman et al., 2014) of Sanger sequence traces (Data
S1-S14) confirmed the presence of targeted mutations in GL353-
119 (+1/!3) and FL353-19 (+1/+1; Figure 2b). CRISPResso analysis
(Pinello et al., 2016) of NGS reads (NCBI BioProject PRJNA495044)
revealed that the targeted mutations in GL353-119 and FL353-19
were located precisely at the canonical cut site for LTPG1-2
(Figure 3). In GL353-119, the +1 insertion was an A nucleotide
that created a new AluI restriction site, and the !3 deletion
removed the Leu7 residue in the predicted signal peptide. In
FL353-19, the +1 insertions were A and T nucleotides. The
CRISPResso analysis also identified several chimeric T0 lines in
which <4% of genomic DNA was mutated at the target site
(Figure 3). Of the three gRNAs, LTPG1-2 induced targeted
mutations in Ms1 at the highest frequency, and it also had the
highest WU-CRISPR score (Wong et al., 2015) based on in silico
predicted on-target gRNA activity (Table 1). By contrast, LTPG1-1
induced targeted mutations at very low frequencies, despite
having the highest sgRNA Designer score (Doench et al., 2016;
Table 1). None of the T0 lines contained off-target mutations in
Ms-A1 or Ms-D1 at a frequency above that observed in the wild-
type negative control (0.1%). GL353-119 was partially male-
sterile (Figure S1), and FL353-19 was fully male-sterile, whereas all
other T0 lines and the wild-type negative controls were fully fertile.

Inheritance of targeted mutations and male-sterile
phenotypes in the T1, T2 and T3 generations

To determine whether the targeted mutations were heritable, we
tracked the inheritance of the +1 mutant allele in the progeny of
the partially male-sterile line GL353-119 (+1/!3). As the +1
insertion of an A nucleotide created a new AluI restriction site, we
were able to easily detect the mutant allele via AluI restriction
enzyme assay.

By crossing GL353-119 (+1/!3) with wild-type cv. Gladius
(Figure 4a), we obtained T1 progeny (+1/WT or !3/WT), all of
which were fully fertile (Figure 4b). Line T1-1 (+1/WT) was selfed
to produce 94 T2 seeds that were either DsRed-positive (63 seeds)
or DsRed-negative (31 seeds), based on fluorescence microscopy
(Figure 4c). The Cas9 transgene was detected by PCR in 59 of the
63 DsRed-positive T2 plants (94%), while it was detected in only 5
of the 31 DsRed-negative T2 plants (16%). The 26 DsRed/Cas9-
negative T2 plants were genotyped for the +1 allele and
phenotyped for fertility. All of the WT/WT and +1/WT plants
were fully fertile, whereas all of the +1/+1 plants were male-
sterile and produced no seed (Figure 4d and Table 2). The
recessive +1 allele was inherited in a Mendelian fashion (Figure 4e
and Table 2). Thus, we obtained four male-sterile T2 plants that
were apparently non-transgenic (Table 2). Line T2-14 (+1/WT)
was randomly selected and selfed to produce T3 progeny. Fifty T3
plants were genotyped and phenotyped. All of the WT/WT and
+1/WT plants were fully fertile, whereas all of the +1/+1 plants
were male-sterile, and the targeted mutations were inherited in a
Mendelian fashion (Table 3). Additionally, the partially male-
sterile GL353-119 line produced a T1 seed through selfing. The T1
plant grown from this seed had the parental genotype (+1/!3),
and it too was partially male-sterile.

Discussion

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a powerful tool for studying gene
function and generating genetic diversity in crops. In this study,
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Figure 1 Target sites for gRNAs targeting Ms1, and the vector used for transformation. (a) The gene structure of Ms1 and its homoeologs is shown.

The detail underneath shows partial sequences for Ms1 and its homoeologs, as well as the target sites for the three gRNAs (LTPG1-1, LTPG1-2 and LTPG1-

4) targeting exon 1 of Ms1 on chromosome 4BS. Target sites are indicated by coloured bars (grey, green and purple). PAM sites (50-NGG-30)

are indicated by black bars at the ends of the coloured bars. Downward-pointing coloured arrow heads indicate the position of the canonical cut site,

and the predicted specificity of the gRNA based on the number and distribution of gRNA mismatches (red text). (b) T-DNA (12.8 kb) of the Agrobacterium

binary vector used for transformation. LB, left border; RB, right border.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Screening of transgenic T0 wheat lines for targeted mutations. (a) Capillary separation of fluorescently labelled Ms1-specific

(chromosome 4BS) amplicons derived from eight representative lines carrying gRNA LTPG1-2. A wild-type control is also shown for each cultivar

(GL-WT, cv. Gladius; FL-WT, cv. Fielder). Black peaks, wild-type spike-in (size reference); red peaks, transgenic or wild-type (negative control) line.

(b) TIDE analysis of Sanger sequence traces for the two putative biallelic mutants identified in (a).
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Figure 3 NGS reads from transgenic T0 mutant wheat lines carrying gRNA LTPG1-2 targeting Ms1 on chromosome 4BS. The number of reads is

shown in the first column. The per cent of total reads is shown in the second column. Green text, start codon; bold text, PAM; blue text, target site.

Downward-pointing arrow heads indicate the position of the canonical cut site. AluI restriction sites are highlighted in grey.
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our aim was to demonstrate the utility of the CRISPR/Cas9 system
for the rapid generation of nuclear male sterility in hexaploid
wheat. We hypothesized that knockout of Ms1 through the
introduction of targeted biallelic frameshift mutations would
result in male sterility, a trait that has high agronomic value for
hybrid seed production.

Five per cent (2 of 40) of T0 plants carrying gRNA LTPG1-2 were
biallelic mutants, while the majority of the plants (26 of 40) were
chimeras in which only a small proportion of cells were edited.
Similar editing efficiencies have been reported for gRNAs target-
ing other wheat genes such as TaMLO-A1 (Wang et al., 2014)
and TaGW2 (Zhang et al., 2016). We observed substantial
variation in editing efficiencies between different gRNAs; of the
three gRNAs tested, only one (LTPG1-2) had sufficient activity to
generate heritable targeted mutations in Ms1. In silico prediction
of gRNA activity was carried out using the sgRNA Designer

(Doench et al., 2016) and WU-CRISPR (Wong et al., 2015) tools.
These tools use different algorithms to calculate an activity score
for each gRNA, where higher scores indicate higher predicted
gRNA activity. WU-CRISPR has a score range of 0–100, but only
gRNAs with scores ranging from 50 to 100 are displayed in the
database as they are considered ‘good’ candidates (Xiaowei
Wang, personal communication). LTPG1-2 was predicted by WU-
CRISPR to be a good candidate (activity score = 70), whereas
LTPG1-1 and LTPG1-4 (activity scores < 50) were not. Our
experimental results were in agreement with these predictions.
sgRNA Designer has a score range of 0–1, and there is no
threshold for what is considered a ‘good’ candidate. LTPG1-1
(activity score = 0.4) was predicted by sgRNA Designer to be the
most active of the three gRNAs, but our experimental results were
not in agreement with this prediction. The lack of correlation
between prediction and experiment in this case is not surprising,
as we tested only three gRNAs. Given the variability in gRNA
efficacy, and considering the time-consuming and laborious
nature of wheat transformation and tissue culture, it is recom-
mended that gRNAs be validated through transient expression in
wheat protoplasts prior to commencing plant transformation
(Shan et al., 2014).

We did not observe any off-target editing of Ms-A1 or Ms-D1
in T0 lines. In the case of LTPG1-2, the presence of multiple
mismatches (including at least one mismatch in the critical PAM-
proximal ‘seed’ region of the protospacer) was sufficient to
abolish gRNA activity, as expected (Hsu et al., 2013; O’Geen
et al., 2015; Sternberg et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014). Thus,
LTPG1-2 shows high specificity for Ms1 on chromosome 4BS. In
the case of LTPG1-1 and LTPG1-4, on-target activity was very low
or undetectable, and therefore, the lack of off-target activity was
also expected.

We used three different methods for detecting targeted
mutations in transgenic T0 plants: capillary separation of fluores-
cently labelled amplicons, TIDE analysis of Sanger sequence traces
and CRISPResso analysis of NGS reads. Only NGS had sufficient
sensitivity to detect the low-frequency targeted mutations in the
chimeras, but the three methods produced very similar results for

Table 1 Summary of editing frequencies in T0 wheat lines carrying

gRNAs targeting Ms1 on 4BS

gRNA

Number of transgenic lines

In silico predicted gRNA

activity

Total

>0.1%

NHEJ

≥1.0%

NHEJ

≥99%

NHEJ

sgRNA

Designer

score*

WU-CRISPR

score†

LTPG1-1 18 4 (22%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0.4 <50

LTPG1-2 40 28 (70%) 10 (25%) 2 (5%) 0.3 70

LTPG1-4 16 0 (0%) N/A N/A – <50

None N/A 0 (0%) N/A N/A N/A N/A

*Potential range of gRNA activity score = 0–1.
†Potential range of gRNA activity score = 0–100 (scores < 50 are not output);

–, no score; N/A, not applicable. Editing frequencies (%NHEJ) are based on

CRISPResso analysis of NGS reads. Wild-type cv. Gladius was used as the

negative control (bottom row).

Figure 4 Inheritance and segregation of targeted mutations and male sterility generated with gRNA LTPG1-2. (a) Crossing of the transgenic T0 mutant line

GL353-119 with wild-type cv. Gladius. (b) Representative examples of T1 progeny derived from the cross shown in (a). The T1 progeny were selfed to

produce T2 seeds. (c) Selection of DsRed-negative (presumed non-transgenic) T2 seeds produced by line T1-1. Scale bar = 1 mm. (d) Representative

examples of T2 progeny grown from the selected DsRed-negative seeds. (e) Genotyping of the 26 DsRed/Cas9-negative T2 progeny. The +1 mutant allele

contains an AluI restriction site that is not present in the WT allele. Cleavage at the AluI restriction site results in a 210 bp band (red arrow head).
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the two biallelic mutants. Therefore, capillary separation of
fluorescently labelled homoeolog-specific amplicons and TIDE
analysis of homoeolog-specific Sanger sequence traces are rapid,
reliable and cost-effective options for initial screening of T0 plants
for targeted mutations that are likely to be heritable.

As expected, biallelic knockout of Ms1 in the T0 line FL353-19
(+1/+1) resulted in complete male sterility. By contrast, incom-
plete knockout of Ms1 in the biallelic mutant T0 line GL353-119
(+1/!3) resulted in partial male sterility. The targeted mutations
carried by GL353-119 were inherited in a Mendelian fashion, and
completely male-sterile (+1/+1) mutants were recovered in the T2
and T3 generations, along with fully fertile +1/WT and WT/WT
plants. These results are consistent with previous reports of male
sterility in EMS-derived Ms1 knockout mutants (Tucker et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, we obtained four T2
knockout mutants that were apparently non-transgenic based on
fluorescence microscopy and PCR assays. The identification of
these mutants was streamlined by employing a fluorescence-
based seed sorting strategy, similar to that which has been
developed for Arabidopsis (Gao et al., 2016). Interestingly, the
partial male-sterile phenotype, observed in GL353-119, was
inherited by a +1/!3 T1 plant. This suggests that the Leu7
residue (deleted in the !3 allele) is required for proper function-
ing of the signal peptide in Ms1.

Genome editing has been successfully applied for the gener-
ation of male-sterile rice and sorghum lines (Chang et al., 2016;
Cigan et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016). Initial
attempts to use (meganuclease-based) genome editing for the
generation of male-sterile wheat lines (Cigan et al., 2017) were
met with limited success, as editing of only one of the threeMs26
homoeologs (A, B or D-genome) did not confer male sterility due
to functional redundancy of the gene. However, conventional
crossing of single-genome biallelicMs26mutants was successfully
carried out to produce triple biallelic Ms26 mutants exhibiting
male sterility (Singh et al., 2017). More recently, the CRISPR/Cas9
system was used to edit the wheat male fertility gene Ms45, and

by selfing a triple monoallelic mutant T1 plant, male-sterile triple
biallelic mutant T2 plants were recovered (Singh et al., 2018).
Thus, gene functional redundancy can slow the process of
recovering edited wheat lines with the desired phenotype, as the
targeted mutations often need to be combined and/or made
homozygous via conventional breeding.

Ms1 is a single copy gene located on chromosome 4BS (Tucker
et al., 2017), and the homoeologs Ms-A1 and Ms-D1 are
epigenetically silenced (Wang et al., 2017). This lack of functional
redundancy among homoeologs makes Ms1 a particularly
attractive target for genome editing. Indeed, our results demon-
strate that the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used to generate Ms1
knockout wheat lines that exhibit male sterility in the first
generation. We also report here the sequence for LTPG1-2, an
active gRNA that specifically targets Ms1 in cv. Fielder and cv.
Gladius. Further studies will be needed to determine the efficacy
of LTPG1-2 in other wheat cultivars, including elite germplasm
from different breeding pools. If LTPG1-2 is found to be
ineffective in a particular target cultivar, for example due to
gene functional redundancy, then a different gRNA or multiple
gRNAs may be needed. Furthermore, as we only tested three
gRNAs, it is likely that screening of additional gRNAs would lead
to the identification of a gRNA(s) that exhibits even higher activity
than that observed for LTPG1-2.

Our study provides a methodological foundation and molecular
tools for the rapid development of nuclear male-sterile wheat
lines. This represents a significant step toward the establishment
of a commercially viable hybrid wheat platform. Thus, we
anticipate that the adoption of genome editing technologies for
precision wheat breeding, together with a better understanding
of wheat floral architecture and the flower opening process
(Okada et al., 2018), will ultimately lead to increased yield gains
through capturing heterosis.

Experimental procedures

gRNA design

Partial Ms1, Ms-A1 and Ms-D1 sequences derived from T. aes-
tivum cultivars Fielder and Gladius were used for gRNA design.
The gRNAs were designed to target exon 1 of Ms1 on
chromosome 4BS, in a region immediately downstream of the
start codon, based on the presence of the canonical PAM (50-
NGG-30). Guide sequences were 20 nucleotides in length. To
ensure efficient transcription from the TaU6 promoter, all gRNAs
had a G nucleotide at position +20 (PAM-distal end) of the guide
sequence (Sander and Joung, 2014).

Vector design and construction

All vectors were designed using Vector NTI software. The gRNA
expression cassette (Shan et al., 2013) consisting of the TaU6
promoter and a non-targeting (random guide sequence) gRNAwas
synthesized (GenScript) and cloned into pUC57, resulting in pUC57-
gRNA. Annealed oligos containing the Ms1-targeting guide
sequence (Table S2)were cloned intopUC57-gRNAby simultaneous
digestion/ligation with BbsI and T4 DNA ligase. Positive clones were
identified by diagnostic restriction digest and validated by Sanger
sequencing (Australian Genome Research Facility).

The rice codon-optimized SpCas9 gene with N- and C-terminal
nuclear localization signals (Shan et al., 2013) was synthesized
(GenScript) and inserted into PHP62407M as an NcoI–AscI
fragment between the maize Ubi1 promoter and the Sorghum
bicolor actin terminator, resulting in the entry vector pCas9-NB.

Table 3 Summary of genotypes and phenotypes of T3 progeny from

line T2-14

Genotype Number of lines Male-sterile

+1/WT 22 (44%) 0 (0%)

+1/+1 11 (22%) 11 (100%)

WT/WT 17 (34%) 0 (0%)

Chi-squared 2.16*

*Segregation conforms to a Mendelian 1:2:1 ratio based on the chi-squared

test (P = 0.34).

Table 2 Summary of genotypes and phenotypes of DsRed/Cas9-

negative T2 progeny from line T1-1

Genotype Number of lines Male-sterile

+1/WT 16 (61.5%) 0 (0%)

+1/+1 4 (15.4%) 4 (100%)

WT/WT 6 (23.1%) 0 (0%)

Chi-squared 1.69*

*Segregation conforms to a Mendelian 1:2:1 ratio based on the chi-squared

test (P = 0.43).
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The Agrobacterium T-DNA binary vector pMDC123 (Curtis and
Grossniklaus, 2003) was modified by replacing the original
selection cassette with an intron-containing bar gene regulated
by the maize Ubi1 promoter and the wheat rbcS Class II
terminator. In addition, an aleurone-specific fluorescent reporter
(DsRed2) cassette (Wu et al., 2016) was inserted between the
Gateway cassette and the right border, resulting in the destina-
tion vector pMDC-Bar-DsRed. The Cas9 expression cassette from
pCas9-NB was Gateway cloned into pMDC-Bar-DsRed to produce
the intermediate vector pNB1.

Finally, the gRNA expression cassettes from three different
pUC57-gRNA vectors pre-loaded with Ms1-targeting guide
sequences (LTPG1-1, LTPG1-2 and LTPG1-4, respectively) were
individually cloned into pNB1 asAsiSI-PmeI fragments between the
DsRed2 expression cassette and the right border. The resulting T-
DNA binary vectors (pNB-LTPG1-1, pNB-LTPG1-2 and pNB-LTPG1-
4) were used for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation

Transformation of cv. Fielder and cv. Gladius was carried out as
described (Ishida et al., 2015), with minor modifications. Briefly,
immature embryos were isolated from spikes harvested at
14 days post-anthesis. Isolated embryos were transferred to
WLS-liq solution, centrifuged at 16 000 g for 10 min, incubated
in WLS-inf solution containing Agrobacterium (strain AGL1) for
5 min and then transferred to WLS-AS media for 2 days of co-
cultivation. After co-cultivation, embryo axes were removed, and
then, scutella were transferred to WLS-Res media for 5 days of
resting culture. After the resting culture, scutella were transferred
to WLS-P5 callus induction media (selection with 5 mg/L phos-
phinothricin) for 2 weeks, followed by WLS-P10 callus induction
media (selection with 10 mg/L phosphinothricin) for 3 weeks.
Calli were then transferred to LSZ-P5 regeneration media
(selection with 5 mg/L phosphinothricin) for 2 weeks under a
cycle of 12 h dark/12 h light (~70 lmol/m2/s). Regenerants were
transferred to LSF-P5 rooting media (selection with 10 mg/L
phosphinothricin) for 2 weeks, before being transferred to potted
soil in the greenhouse. Timentin was substituted for cefotaxime in
all tissue culture media.

Detection of targeted mutations by capillary separation
of fluorescently labelled amplicons

Genomic DNA was extracted from the second leaves of
transgenic T0 plants at the vegetative stage, using a freeze-
dried method (Kovalchuk, 2014). The target site was amplified
by PCR using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New
England BioLabs), Phusion GC Buffer, 5% DMSO, 1 M betaine
and a pair of Ms1-specific 6-FAM-labelled primers (Table S2). To
generate wild-type amplicons for spike-in (size reference), the
same primer pair labelled with HEX was used. Touchdown PCR
cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 98 °C
for 3 min, denaturation at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at 70–
65 °C for 20 s, extension at 72 °C for 15 s and final extension
at 72 °C for 5 min. The starting annealing temperature was
decreased by 0.5 °C each cycle for 10 cycles, followed by 25
cycles at the final annealing temperature. A sample of the PCR
product was run on an agarose gel to confirm the presence of a
single band of the expected size (432 bp). The fluorescently
labelled amplicons were diluted and subjected to capillary
electrophoresis (Australian Genome Research Facility) on an
AB3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
The results were analysed using PeakScanner Software 2

(Applied Biosystems). In PeakScanner, the peak for the HEX-
labelled wild-type size reference was adjusted to a fluorescence
intensity of approximately 3000, to improve visual clarity.

Detection of targeted mutations by Sanger sequencing
and TIDE

Genomic DNA was extracted from transgenic T0 plants as
described above. The target site was amplified by PCR using
Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase, Phusion GC Buffer, 5%
DMSO, 1 M betaine and a pair of Ms1-specific primers (Table S2).
Touchdown PCR cycling conditions were as follows: initial
denaturation at 95 °C for 8 min, denaturation at 94 °C for
10 s, annealing at 62–57 °C for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 30 s
and final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. The starting annealing
temperature was decreased by 0.5 °C each cycle for 10 cycles,
followed by 30 cycles at the final annealing temperature. A
sample of the PCR product was run on an agarose gel to confirm
the presence of a single band of the expected size (577 bp). The
amplicons were then column-purified and Sanger sequenced
(Australian Genome Research Facility) on a 3730xl DNA Analyzer
(Applied Biosystems). Bases were called with KB Basecaller
v1.4.1.8, and the AB1 files were uploaded to the online TIDE
analysis tool (Brinkman et al., 2014). In TIDE, the indel size range
was set at 10, and the other settings were adjusted based on
information provided on the online TIDE analysis tool Trou-
bleshooting webpage. The proportion of edited DNA in the
sampled tissue was calculated as the sum of all significant indels
(P < 0.001) detected by TIDE.

Detection of targeted mutations by NGS and CRISPResso
analysis

GenomicDNAwas extracted from transgenic T0 plants as described
above. To generate amplicons for NGS, two rounds of PCR were
carried out. The PCRmixtures contained Phusion High-Fidelity DNA
Polymerase, Phusion GC Buffer, 5%DMSO and 1 M betaine. In the
first round of PCR, the target site was amplified using conserved
primers flanked by 50 universal tail sequences (Table S2). PCR
cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 98 °C for
3 min, followed by 30 cycles of 98 °C for 20 s, 72 °C for 20 s,with
a final extension at 72 °C for 2 min. A sample of the PCR product
was run on an agarose gel to confirm the presence of bands of the
expected sizes (300 bp, 313 bp, 327 bp). In the second round of
PCR, barcodes and adapters were added using Illumina Nextera XT
primers that anneal to the tail sequences of the primers used in the
first round of PCR. Cycling conditions in the second round of PCR
were as follows: initial denaturation at 98 °C for 3 min, followedby
six cycles of 98 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 30 s, with a
final extension of 72 °C for 5 min. The barcoded PCR products
were purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman
Coulter), quantified by qPCR, pooled in equimolar amounts, spiked
with 10% PhiX Control v3 and then sequenced (Australian
Genome Research Facility) on the Illumina MiSeq platform using
the MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 300 cycle. The raw reads from each
sample were filtered using Ms1, Ms-A1 and Ms-D1-specific tag
sequences (Table S2) and assigned to their respective homoeologs.
FASTQ files containing the homoeolog-specific reads were used as
input for the CRISPResso analyses (Pinello et al., 2016). In
CRISPResso, the following parameters were used: –w 20 –hide_-
mutations_outside_window_NHEJ –save_also_png –trim_se-
quences -q 30 –exclude_bp_from_left 5 –exclude_bp_from_right
5 –ignore_substitutions. Allele frequencies in Figure 3 were calcu-
lated by summing the values in the %Reads column of the
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CRISPResso allele frequency table, after filtering out aligned
sequences that did not contain the partial allele sequence shown.
Editing frequencies in Table 1 were calculated using data from the
CRISPResso pie charts.

Pollen viability assay

Pollen viability was assessed by Lugol (1% I3K solution) staining.
Pollen grains were mounted on glass microscope slides and
imaged using a Nikon Ni-E microscope equipped with a DS-Ri1-
U3 camera (Adelaide Microscopy Waite Facility). Images were
captured with NIS-Elements software.

DsRed expression assay

Mature seeds were imaged with a Leica MZ FLIII microscope
equipped with a Leica DFC450 C digital camera and a DsRed filter
set. Images were captured with Leica Application Suite v4.10.0
software.

Detection of the Cas9 transgene in T2 plants

Genomic DNA was extracted from T2 plants as described above.
The Cas9 transgene was detected by PCR using Phusion High-
Fidelity DNA Polymerase, Phusion HF Buffer and a pair of Cas9-
specific primers (Table S2). Touchdown PCR cycling conditions
were as follows: initial denaturation at 98 °C for 2 min, denat-
uration at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at 72–69 °C for 20 s,
extension at 72 °C for 15 s and final extension at 72 °C for
5 min. The starting annealing temperature was decreased by
0.5 °C each cycle for 6 cycles, followed by 24 cycles at the final
annealing temperature. A sample of the PCR product was run on
an agarose gel to check for the presence/absence of the expected
281 bp band.

AluI assay for genotyping T2 and T3 plants

Genomic DNA was extracted from T2 and T3 plants as described
above. The target site was amplified by PCR using Phusion High-
Fidelity DNA Polymerase, Phusion GC Buffer, 5% DMSO, 1 M

betaine and pair of Ms1-specific primers (Table S2). Touchdown
PCR cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at
95 °C for 8 min, denaturation at 94 °C for 10 s, annealing at 70–
65 °C for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 20 s and final extension at
72 °C for 5 min. The starting annealing temperature was
decreased by 0.5 °C each cycle for 10 cycles, followed by 27
cycles at the final annealing temperature. A sample of the PCR
product was run on an agarose gel to confirm the presence of a
single band of the expected size (432 bp). Five lL of unpurified
amplicons was digested with 2 units of AluI in a 7 lL reaction and
then run on a 2% agarose gel.

Statistics

To test for Mendelian inheritance of edited alleles in the T2 and T3
generations, Pearson’s chi-squared test was used, as described
(Montoliu, 2012).

Post hoc in silico prediction of gRNA activity

gRNA on-target activity was predicted using the sgRNA Designer
(Doench et al., 2016) and WU-CRISPR (Wong et al., 2015) tools,
according to the developers’ guidelines.
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Table S1 Transgene copy numbers for T0 lines 

gRNA Plant ID Copy Number 

LTPG1-1 (n = 18) FL352_T0_1 1 

FL352_T0_2 5 

FL352_T0_4 1 

FL352_T0_5 5 

FL352_T0_6 1 

FL352_T0_7 5 

FL352_T0_8 1 

FL352_T0_9 5 

FL352_T0_10 1 

FL352_T0_11 5 

FL352_T0_12 1 

FL352_T0_13 5 

FL352_T0_14 1 

FL352_T0_15 5 

FL352_T0_18 1 

FL352_T0_20 5 

FL352_T0_21 1 

FL352_T0_22a 5 

LTPG1-2 (n = 40) GL353_T0_45 1 

GL353_T0_46 1 

GL353_T0_47 3 

GL353_T0_48 1 

GL353_T0_49 2 

GL353_T0_54 4 

GL353_T0_59 13 

GL353_T0_61 14 

GL353_T0_63 2 

GL353_T0_64 1 

GL353_T0_66 4 

GL353_T0_67 16 

GL353_T0_68 2 

GL353_T0_69 2 

GL353_T0_70 1 

GL353_T0_72 1 

GL353_T0_82 2 

GL353_T0_106 1 

GL353_T0_117 3 

GL353_T0_118 1 
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GL353_T0_119 12 

GL353_T0_121 12 

GL353_T0_122 5 

GL353_T0_123 6 

GL353_T0_124 3 

GL353_T0_125 2 

GL353_T0_126 2 

GL353_T0_127 2 

GL353_T0_128 11 

GL353_T0_129 1 

FL353_T0_3 1 

FL353_T0_5 1 

FL353_T0_6 1 

FL353_T0_7 2 

FL353_T0_8 2 

FL353_T0_9 1 

FL353_T0_14 3 

FL353_T0_17 1 

FL353_T0_19 7 

FL353_T0_30 2 

LTPG1-4 (n = 16) GL360_T0_24 18 

GL360_T0_42 12 

GL360_T0_64 10 

GL360_T0_81 8 

GL360_T0_82 6 

GL360_T0_83 1 

FL360_T0_5 1 

FL360_T0_6 2 

FL360_T0_8 4 

FL360_T0_19 2 

FL360_T0_24 1 

FL360_T0_27 8 

FL360_T0_48 2 

FL360_T0_67 1 

FL360_T0_84 3 

FL360_T0_89 1 
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Table S2 Primers, oligonucleotides and sequence tags used in this study 

Oligo name Sequence 5'-3' (non-binding in red) Use 

TaLTPG1-1_F CTTGAGATCCCGCGGGCTGCTGC Sense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-1 

TaLTPG1-1_R AAACGCAGCAGCCCGCGGGATCT Antisense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-1 

TaLTPG1-2_F CTTGCGCCACCAGCAGCAGCCCG Sense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-2 

TaLTPG1-2_R AAACCGGGCTGCTGCTGGTGGCG Antisense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-2 

TaLTPG1-4_F CTTGCTGCTGGCGGCGCTGCTGC Sense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-4 

TaLTPG1-4_R AAACGCAGCAGCGCCGCCAGCAG Antisense oligo for gRNA LTPG1-4 

ET0495_F5 GCATTCCATTCCGCCACCG Fwd primer for amplification of target sites 
on 4BS (capillary separation and AluI assay) 

ET0514_R_FAM [FAM6]GGGAGGAGGCGGACAACGTA Rev primer (FAM-labelled) for amplification 
of target sites on 4BS (capillary separation) 

ET0514_R_HEX [HEX]GGGAGGAGGCGGACAACGTA Rev primer (HEX-labelled) for amplification of 
target sites on 4BS (capillary separation) 

ET0495_F6 CCCCTCCGGCATTCCATTC Fwd primer for amplification of target site on 
4BS (Sanger sequencing) 

ET0493_R7 
AGATCCGGTAGTACAGCGAGGAAATTAA
CAG 

Rev primer for amplification of target site on 
4BS (Sanger sequencing) 

ET495_R4 CTACTAGGTAAGCAGGAAAGCGAGCA Sanger sequencing primer (Gladius lines) 

007.0091.7.C1 GGGAGGAGGCGGACAACGTA 
Sanger sequencing primer (Fielder lines), Rev 
primer for amplification of target site on 4BS 
(AluI assay). 

TaLTPG_NGS_F1_P5_3044 
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAG 
AGACAGCTCCCCCTCCGGCATTCCA 

Primer for first round of amplification for 
NGS. Used with TaLTPG_NGS_R3_P7_3303 

TaLTPG_NGS_R3_P7_3303 
GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAG
AGACAGGGCATGTCGGGCGCGCAGAAG 

Primer for first round of amplification for 
NGS. Used with TaLTPG_NGS_F1_P5_3044 

TaLTPG_NGS_F3_P5_3033 
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAG 
AGACAGGGCATGTCGGGCGCGCAGAAG 

Primer for first round of amplification for 
NGS. Used with TaLTPG_NGS_R2_P7_3044 

TaLTPG_NGS_R2_P7_3044 
GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAG
AGACAGCTCCCCCTCCGGCATTCCA 

Primer for first round of amplification for 
NGS. Used with TaLTPG_NGS_F3_P5_3033 

TaLTPG_B genome_1st tag TTCCGCCACCGCA Identification of NGS reads derived from 4BS 

TaLTPG_B genome_2nd tag GGCGGCGGCGCAG Identification of NGS reads derived from 4BS 

TaLTPG_D genome_1st tag CCCCAACACCGCA Identification of NGS reads derived from 4DS 

TaLTPG_D genome_2nd tag GTTCGGGCAGCAG Identification of NGS reads derived from 4DS 

TaLTPG_A genome_1st tag TTTCCGTCCCACC Identification of NGS reads derived from 4AL 

TaLTPG_A genome_2st tag CTTCGGGCAGCAG Identification of NGS reads derived from 4AL 

Cas-F1 GGGACAAGCCTATCAGAGAGC Fwd primer for detection of Cas9 transgene 

Cas-R1 GCGCGCCTAGTTAGTTAGTCAC Rev primer for detection of Cas9 transgene 
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Figure S1 Pollen viability assay based on detection of starch via iodine-potassium iodide staining. 
Wild type cv. Gladius (left) and the partially male-sterile edited line GL353-119 (right) are shown. 
Scale bar = 100 µm.  
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Abstract 

Background: The CRISPR-Cas9 system is a powerful and versatile tool for crop genome editing. 

However, achieving highly efficient and specific editing in polyploid species can be a challenge. 

The efficiency and specificity of the CRISPR-Cas9 system depends critically on the gRNA used. 

Here, we assessed the activities and specificities of seven gRNAs targeting 5-

enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) in hexaploid wheat protoplasts. EPSPS is the 

biological target of the widely used herbicide glyphosate.  

Results: The seven gRNAs differed substantially in their on-target activities, with mean indel 

frequencies ranging from 0% to approximately 20%. There was no obvious correlation between 

experimentally determined and in silico predicted on-target gRNA activity. The presence of a 

single mismatch within the seed region of the guide sequence greatly reduced but did not abolish 

gRNA activity, whereas the presence of an additional mismatch, or the absence of a PAM, all but 

abolished gRNA activity. Large insertions (≥20 bp) of DNA vector-derived sequence were detected 

at frequencies up to 8.5% of total indels. One of the gRNAs exhibited several properties that make 

it potentially suitable for the development of non-transgenic glyphosate resistant wheat. 

Conclusions: We have established a rapid and reliable method for gRNA validation in hexaploid 

wheat protoplasts. The method can be used to identify gRNAs that have favourable properties. 

Our approach is particularly suited to polyploid species, but should be applicable to any plant 

species amenable to protoplast transformation.  

Keywords: Genome editing, CRISPR-Cas, gRNA, wheat, Triticum aestivum, protoplast, EPSPS 

 

Background 

Genome editing technologies enable the targeted and precise modification of plant genomes via 

the creation and subsequent repair of site-specific DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) [1]. Over the 

last few years, the field of genome editing has been revolutionised by the introduction of the 
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CRISPR (clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats)-Cas9 (CRISPR associated 

protein) system [2–7]. This system consists of the Cas9 endonuclease in complex with a small 

guide RNA (gRNA) that is engineered to target a specific site (protospacer) in the genome. The 

protospacer is defined by a 20 nucleotide guide sequence at the 5’ end of the gRNA, making 

programming of the system relatively straightforward. For the system to function, the 

protospacer must be located immediately 5’ to a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) whose 

canonical form is 5’-NGG-3’. Site-specific DSBs generated by Cas9 are repaired through either of 

two competing pathways: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology directed repair (HDR). 

NHEJ, which is the predominant repair pathway in somatic plant cells [8], is error-prone and often 

produces small insertions/deletions (indels) that result in gene knockout (e.g. through frame shift 

or the creation of a premature stop codon) [9–12]. Alternatively, if an exogenous DNA donor 

template is delivered to the cell, then precise modifications (sequence insertion or replacement) 

can be made through HDR [9, 13–18]. Due to its simplicity, flexibility, and high specificity, the 

CRISPR-Cas9 system has been and continues to be rapidly adopted by the plant research 

community for basic research and crop improvement.  

Although the CRISPR-Cas9 system has been successfully applied to many model and crop plants, 

editing efficiencies have varied greatly and in many cases have been lower than one would desire. 

In particular, gene knockout via NHEJ tends to be relatively inefficient in polyploidy species due to 

genetic redundancy [19–21]. Furthermore, the inherent low frequency of HDR remains a major 

challenge in plant genome editing [22]. In addition, despite the high specificity of the CRISPR-Cas9 

system, off-target mutations can occur at sites that have sequence similarity to the target site 

[23–25]. Such off-target sites may be present in non-target genes or non-target alleles. Off-target 

mutations are undesirable as they may confound results and/or produce impaired phenotypes, in 

which case they must be removed by backcrossing. Consequently, much effort has been directed 

toward improving the efficiency and specificity of the CRISPR-Cas9 system in plants and other 

organisms.    
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It is well-established that the efficiency and specificity of the CRISPR-Cas9 system depends 

critically on target site selection, as well as certain sequence features of the gRNA. Thus, an 

effective strategy for achieving efficient and specific editing is to use gRNAs that exhibit high 

activity and specificity. A number of bioinformatics tools have been developed for the in silico 

prediction of on-target and/or off-target gRNA activity [26–31]. Some of these tools can provide 

reliable predictions for potential off-target sites in a limited number of species, and predictions 

for on-target gRNA activity can reduce the time spent on gRNA screening [32]. However, the 

predictions are not always accurate, and the development and independent validation of these 

tools has been based on data obtained from non-plant species. Therefore, it is prudent to carry 

out experimental validation of gRNAs prior to commencing plant transformation experiments that 

require substantial investment of time and resources. 

Here, we propose and test a strategy for assessing gRNA activity and specificity, using seven 

gRNAs targeting 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) in hexaploid wheat 

(Triticum aestivum). EPSPS is an ideal target for editing via HDR, as several well-characterised 

amino acid substitutions in this gene are known to confer resistance to the widely used herbicide 

glyphosate [33]. Phenotypic selection of this agronomically valuable trait is easily achieved 

through application of the herbicide. The gRNAs were rigorously evaluated through transient 

expression of CRISPR-Cas9 reagents in wheat mesophyll protoplasts, followed by TIDE (Tracking of 

Indels by DEcomposition) [34] analysis of Sanger sequence reads, and CRISPResso [35] analysis of 

NGS reads. On-target activities varied substantially between gRNAs, and there was no obvious 

correlation between experimentally determined and in silico predicted on-target gRNA activity. 

Off-target mutations in homoeoalleles of EPSPS were detected at low frequencies, whereas large 

insertions (≥20 bp) of DNA vector-derived sequence were detected at surprisingly high 

frequencies. One of the gRNAs exhibited several properties that make it potentially suitable for 

the development of non-transgenic glyphosate resistant wheat.  
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Results 

Cloning and sequencing of EPSPS in wheat cv. Fielder 

A vast number of intervarietal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are known to exist in 

hexaploid wheat [36]. Therefore, for the purpose of designing effective gRNAs, we first obtained 

sequence information for the three homoeoalleles of EPSPS in our target wheat cv. Fielder. For 

each homoeoallele, two independent partial genomic clones of EPSPS were Sanger sequenced. In 

each case, the sequences of the two independent clones were identical. Thus, the following 

consensus sequences, covering a region from the 5’ end of intron 1 to the middle of exon 5, were 

obtained: TaEPSPS-FL-7AS [GenBank MG460802], TaEPSPS-FL-4AL [GenBank MG460801], and 

TaEPSPS-FL-7DS [GenBank MG460803]. These consensus sequences mapped unambiguously to 

chromosomes 7AS, 4AL and 7DS, as expected [37]. We identified three synonymous, 

homoeologous SNPs located at the 3’ end of exon 2, in close proximity to a universal mutation 

hotspot for resistance to glyphosate [38]. We exploited these SNPs for the design of 

homoeoallele-specific gRNAs (see below).  

 

Protoplast transformation  

We designed seven gRNAs targeting a region of EPSPS that contains the universal mutation 

hotspot for resistance to glyphosate (Fig. 1). We transiently co-expressed Cas9 and each gRNA in 

wheat mesophyll protoplasts. To gauge transient transformation efficiencies, we used a positive 

control in which YFP was substituted for the gRNA. The proportion of fluorescent (YFP expressing) 

protoplasts in the positive control ranged from 64-72% (mean = 68%) (Additional file 1). We found 

that the key to achieving high transient transformation efficiencies was to dilute the protoplasts 

to a concentration of 3.0 x 105 cells/mL (instead of 2.5 x 106 cells/mL as described in another 

protocol [39]) prior to transformation. 
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Fig. 1  Target sites for seven gRNAs targeting EPSPS. The gene structure of EPSPS is shown, annotated with the universal mutation hotspot for glyphosate 

resistance (yellow asterisk in exon 2). The detail underneath shows partial, abbreviated sequences for the three homoeoalleles of EPSPS on chromosomes 

7AS, 4AL and 7DS. Target sites are indicated by coloured bars. PAM sites (5’-NGG-3’) are indicated by black bars at the ends of the coloured bars. 

Downward-pointing coloured triangles indicate the position of the canonical cut site and predicted specificity based on the number and distribution of 

homoeologous SNPs at the corresponding target site.  
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Assessment of gRNA activity and specificity via TIDE analysis of Sanger sequence traces 

We obtained high-quality forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads (Additional files 2-9) of 

homoeoallele-specific amplicons (Additional file 10) derived from protoplasts treated with each of 

the seven EPSPS-specific gRNAs and one non-targeting (random guide sequence) negative control 

gRNA. As expected, some of the sequence traces for samples treated with EPSPS-specific gRNAs 

contained mixed peaks downstream of the predicted cut site, and these mixed peaks were 

detected by TIDE as an increase in the percent of aberrant sequence relative to the negative 

control (Fig. 2a). There was a strong correlation between the indel spectra/frequencies calculated 

by TIDE for forward and reverse sequence traces, with each decomposition result having a high 

goodness of fit (R2 ≥ 0.93) (Additional file 11). Individual indels (significant at p < 0.001) were 

detected at frequencies down to approximately 1% (e.g. gRNA2, Rep 3, 7DS in Additional file 11). 

The mean frequency of significant indels ranged from 0.0-23.3% depending on the gRNA and 

homoeoallele (Fig. 2b). gRNA5 was the most highly active gRNA on all three homoeoalleles, 

causing indels at a frequency of 17.2-23.3%. The presence of a single mismatch at the PAM-distal 

end of the guide sequence (position 20) on 7AS did not reduce the activity of gRNA5. gRNA2 was 

moderately active on 7AS, causing indels at a frequency of 12.3%, though off-target indels were 

also detected at low frequency (1.6%) on 7DS in the presence of a single mismatch at the PAM-

proximal end of the guide sequence (position 1). In contrast, no off-target indels were detected 

for gRNA2 on 4AL in the presence of mismatches at positions 1 and 18. gRNA4 was also 

moderately active on 7AS, causing indels at a frequency of 10.7%, but the frequency of indels 

appeared to be much lower on 4AL (1.8%) and 7DS (1.9%), even though no mismatches were 

present. All other gRNAs exhibited low or no activity. gRNA7 caused indels at a frequency of 

≤2.3% on 7AS and 4AL, and no off-target activity was detected on 7DS (PAM site absent). gRNA1 

caused indels at a frequency of 1.1% on 7AS, and off-target indels were detected at very low 

frequency (0.2%) on 4AL in the presence of a single mismatch at position 4 in the guide sequence. 

No off-target activity was detected for gRNA1 on 7DS in the presence of mismatches at positions 4 

and 8. gRNA3 caused indels at a frequency of ≤0.6%. No indels were detected for gRNA6.  
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Assessment of gRNA activity and specificity via CRISPResso analysis of NGS reads  

Due to high sequence similarity between NGS reads derived from the three homoeoalleles of 

EPSPS, CRISPResso was unable to accurately map the reads to their respective reference amplicon 

sequences. Therefore, we used pre-mapped NGS reads [NCBI BioProject PRJNA420019] as input 

for the CRISPResso analyses. Read mapping resulted in the exclusion of reads containing 

insertions of >1 bp. In CRISPResso, the total number of aligned (analysed) NGS reads in each 

subanalysis (i.e. a replicate for a gRNA on a homoeoallele) ranged from 7,067 to 35,668 (mean = 

18,110). In general, the CRISPResso results (Fig. 2c and 2d, Additional files 12 and 13) were in 

agreement with the TIDE results, but there was less variation between replicates in the 

CRISPResso results, as indicated by smaller standard errors (Fig. 2d). Notably, in the CRISPResso 

results, the activity of gRNA2 on 7DS (off-target) was only 7% of that on 7AS (on-target), and the 

difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05). Also, the activity of gRNA4 was more consistent 

across homoeoalleles. The frequency of indels in the negative control was ≤0.1% (mean = 

0.005%). 

Based on both TIDE and CRISPResso derived data, we determined that gRNA2 is likely to be the 

most effective gRNA for generating stable homoeoallele-specific edits in EPSPS.  
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Fig. 2  Mutation detection and summary of editing efficiencies for seven gRNAs targeting EPSPS on 

chromosomes 7AS, 4AL and 7DS. a TIDE detection of mixed peaks in the reverse Sanger sequence 

read for gRNA5 on chromosome 7AS (replicate 1). b Summary of TIDE results. N.D., not detected. 

n.s., not statistically significant. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. n = 3. c 

Alignment of representative mutant NGS reads for gRNA2 on chromosomes 7AS, 4AL and 7DS 

(replicate 1). Bold black text, PAM; blue text, complementary to gRNA2 guide sequence; red text, 

inserted nucleotide. Downward-pointing triangles indicate the position of the canonical cut site. 

The number of reads and percent of total reads is shown in brackets. d Summary of CRISPResso 

results. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. * statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

based on a two-sample t-test assuming unequal variances. n = 3. The keys in b also apply to d. In 

the key for guide sequence mismatches, p20 means position 20 in the guide sequence, etc.  
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In silico prediction of on-target gRNA activity 

The seven gRNAs differed substantially in their in silico predicted on-target activity (Table 1). 

CRISPRko scores [29] ranged from 0.47-0.85 (potential range = 0-1). WU-CRISPR scores [27] 

ranged from <50-85 (potential range = 0-100; scores <50 are not output). There was some 

disagreement between the CRISPRko and WU-CRISPR scores. In particular, the top-scoring gRNA 

in CRISPRko (gRNA7) had a WU-CRISPR score of <50. There did not appear to be any obvious 

correlation between experimentally determined and in silico predicted on-target gRNA activity 

(Table 1).  

 

Table 1  Experimentally determined versus in silico predicted on-target gRNA activity 

 Target 
homoeoalleles 

Indel 
frequency (%)a 

CRISPRko 
scoreb 

WU-CRISPR 
scorec 

gRNA1 7AS 1.3 0.59 58 
gRNA2 7AS 9.8 0.58 60 
gRNA3 7AS, 4AL, 7DS 1.8 0.64 82 
gRNA4 7AS, 4AL, 7DS 7.0 0.52 <50 
gRNA5 7AS, 4AL, 7DS 17.8 0.68 85 
gRNA6 7AS, 4AL, 7DS 0.0 0.47 <50 
gRNA7 7AS, 4AL 2.5 0.85 <50 
 

a Experimentally determined on-target gRNA activity, expressed as the mean proportion of edited 

NGS reads derived from target homoeoalleles for three replicates. b Potential range = 0-1; c 

potential range = 0-100 (scores <50 are not output). 
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Analysis of large insertions 

To detect large insertions (≥20 bp), we used unmapped NGS reads [NCBI BioProject 

PRJNA420019] as input for a separate CRISPResso analysis. Large insertions were detected in the 

majority of samples. The third replicate of gRNA2 had the highest frequency of large insertions 

(8.5% of edited reads), all of which showed 100% sequence identity to components of the DNA 

vectors used for protoplast transformation (Fig. 3, Additional file 14). Similar frequencies of large 

insertions were observed for the third replicate of gRNA5 (5.8% of edited reads), and no large 

insertions were detected in the negative controls (Additional file 14). In some cases, CRISPResso 

failed to correctly predict the size of the insertion. For example, the +42/-31 mutation (Fig. 3) was 

listed as a +21 insertion in the CRISPResso allele frequency table (Additional file 14).  
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Fig. 3  Representative examples of large insertions (≥20 bp) for gRNA2 (replicate 3). Schematics of pUbi-Cas9-rbcS (top) and pCR8-U6-gRNA2 (bottom) are 

shown, annotated with links (dotted lines) indicating from where the inserted sequences originate. Bold black text, PAM; blue text, complimentary to 

gRNA2 guide sequence; red text, inserted sequence. The downward-pointing triangle indicates the position of the canonical cut site. The type/size of the 

mutation is given in brackets, together with the allele frequency as a percent of edited NGS reads.  
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Discussion 

We assessed the activity and specificity of seven gRNAs targeting EPSPS in wheat mesophyll 

protoplasts. Certain amino acid substitutions in EPSPS are known to confer resistance to the 

herbicide glyphosate [33], and therefore EPSPS is an ideal candidate for editing via HDR given that 

glyphosate resistance is a robust selectable marker in wheat tissue culture and during plant 

growth [40, 41]. Furthermore, in wheat there is an opportunity to take advantage of its hexaploid 

nature by performing homoeoallele-specific editing, thereby potentially avoiding the severe yield 

penalty associated with homozygous amino acid substitutions and loss-of-function mutations in 

EPSPS [42–44]. However, given the inherent low frequency of HDR, and the potential for 

simultaneous editing of all three homoeoalleles, this application requires the use of a highly active 

and (ideally) homoeoallele-specific gRNA. With this in mind, our aim was to identify such a gRNA, 

and in doing so build on previous work [39] to establish a general approach for validating gRNAs in 

wheat and other polyploid species. 

The wide range of on-target activities observed for the tested gRNAs in this study is consistent 

with previous reports of CRISPR-based genome editing using hexaploid wheat mesophyll 

protoplasts. A gRNA targeting TaMLO-A1 caused indels at a frequency of 29% based on the PCR-

restriction enzyme (PCR-RE) assay [9]. In a separate study, the same gRNA caused indels at a 

frequency of 36% based on a homoeoallele-specific T7E1 assay [45]. Similar editing efficiencies 

were attained with gRNAs targeting TaGW2 and TaGASR7 [46]. gRNAs targeting TaDEP1, TaNAC2, 

TaPIN1 and TaLOX2 were also evaluated by the PCR-RE assay [19], but the editing efficiencies 

were not calculated. Nevertheless, it could be seen that editing efficiencies varied substantially 

between gRNAs and were comparable with those presented here for EPSPS. It has been reported 

that approximately three or four gRNAs out of ten induce indels at a frequency of >20% in wheat 

protoplasts (whereas in rice protoplasts the number is approximately seven or eight gRNAs out of 

ten) [39]. Out of seven gRNAs, we found that one induced indels at a frequency of almost 20%, 

two induced indels at a frequency of 7-10%, and four induced indels at a frequency of <3% (based 

on data presented in Table 1). Taken together, this limited dataset suggests that gRNAs with high 
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activity in wheat are likely the exception rather than the rule. Moreover, we did not find any 

obvious correlation between experimentally determined and in silico predicted on-target gRNA 

activity, which suggests that further improvements to bioinformatics tools for gRNA design are 

needed. It remains unclear why some of the gRNAs tested in this study have low activity or are 

completely inactive. A possible explanation is chromatin context, but this seems unlikely 

considering that all of the gRNAs target a region spanning only 168 bp. In fact, the target site for 

gRNA5 (the most active gRNA) is very close to the target site for gRNA6 (inactive), so the 

chromatin context for these two gRNAs is likely to be similar. There are several other possible 

explanations including inefficient gRNA transcription, inefficient loading of the gRNA into Cas9, 

and inefficient binding of the guide sequence to the target site. For these reasons, we consider it 

prudent to carry out gRNA validation prior to commencing experiments for the production of 

stably edited wheat plants. However, due to there being many additional factors relating to plant 

transformation and tissue culture that affect overall editing efficiencies in regenerated plants, the 

use of a highly active gRNA certainly does not guarantee success. 

We observed low levels of gRNA activity at off-target homoeoalleles of EPSPS. Our results are 

consistent with established models of gRNA specificity [47–50] in which: a) the absence of a 

canonical PAM site (5’-NGG-3’) greatly reduces or abolishes gRNA activity; b) mismatches within 

the PAM-proximal 5-13 nucleotide seed region of the guide sequence reduce gRNA activity to a 

greater degree than mismatches outside the seed region; and c) additional mismatches further 

reduce gRNA activity. Importantly, a single mismatch within the seed region (at position 4 in 

gRNA1 and position 1 in gRNA2) greatly reduced but did not abolish gRNA activity. However, 

when the mismatch within the seed region was accompanied by another mismatch (at position 8 

in gRNA1 and position 18 in gRNA2), gRNA activity was further reduced to levels that were 

undetectable with Sanger sequencing and barely detectable with NGS. Similarly, a gRNA targeting 

TaDEP1-B1 caused off-target mutations at reduced frequency in TaDEP1-A1, despite the presence 

of a mismatch at position 7, in T0 wheat plants produced using the Transient Expression of CRISPR-

Cas DNA (TECCDNA) method [19]. Also, despite the presence of a gRNA mismatch at position 8 or 
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9, off-target mutations in gene copies were detected at reduced frequency in T1 barley (Hordeum 

vulgare L.) and Brassica oleracea plants stably transformed with CRISPR-Cas9 constructs [24]. In 

the studies cited above, frequencies of off-target mutagenesis were approximately 50-80% lower 

than frequencies of on-target mutagenesis. By contrast, the gRNA targeting TaMLO-A1 

(mentioned above) did not appear to generate any off-target mutations in homoeoalleles 

(TaMLO-B1 and TaMLO-D1) in wheat protoplasts or transgenic T0 plants, due to the presence of a 

single mismatch at position 2 [45]. The apparent greater reduction in gRNA activity in the 

presence of a mismatch at position 1, 2 or 4 (compared with a mismatch at position 7, 8 or 9) may 

be due to the existence of five nucleotide ‘core’ within the seed region at the PAM-proximal end 

of the guide sequence [49, 50]. These results suggest that although off-target mutations are 

substantially reduced in the presence of a single mismatch in the seed region, they are often not 

eliminated. Therefore, ideally, potential off-target sites should lack a PAM, or else contain 

multiple mismatches, including at least one in the core of the seed region [23]. Where this is not 

possible, higher specificity may be achieved through the use of a truncated gRNA [51] and/or high 

fidelity variant of Cas9 [52].  

gRNA2 exhibited several properties that make it potentially suitable for the development of non-

transgenic glyphosate resistant wheat. First, the canonical cut site for gRNA2 is adjacent to the 

universal mutation hotspot for resistance to glyphosate. This is important because the frequency 

of HDR tends to decrease as the distance between the DSB and the site of the desired mutation 

increases [53]. Second, gRNA2 was active at its target site on 7AS, although the activity was 

moderate. Third, gRNA2 was relatively specific for EPSPS on 7AS, which is the most highly 

transcribed copy of EPSPS in at least some wheat cultivars [37]. This high specificity would 

facilitate the creation of an EPSPS mutant that is edited on 7AS and wild type on 4AL/7DS. Such a 

mutant would have the desired trait (glyphosate resistance), and the yield penalty that could 

otherwise result from simultaneous modification or knockout of EPSPS on 4AL/7DS would be 

avoided.  
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One somewhat surprising finding in this study was the relatively high frequency of insertions (up 

to 8.5% of edited NGS reads) that show 100% sequence identity to components of the DNA 

vectors used for transformation. These insertions are almost certainly vector-derived, and some 

(e.g. synthetic Cas9 sequences) are undoubtedly vector-derived. Recently, it was reported that 

DNA vector-derived insertions occur at very low frequencies (0.06-0.14% of edited NGS reads) in 

Arabidopsis protoplasts transiently transformed with CRISPR-Cas9 vectors [54], although the 

authors state that the frequencies were likely underestimated because insertions of >50 bp were 

excluded from the analysis. In addition to experimental differences, species-specific differences in 

NHEJ [55] may help to explain the much higher frequencies of DNA vector-derived insertions in 

wheat. If so, then sequence knockin via microhomology-mediated end joining may be a 

particularly effective genome editing strategy in wheat [45, 56]. On a related note, if DNA vector-

derived sequences were to be found in an unregulated genome-edited crop (e.g. at an 

uncharacterised off-target site), it would set back both the regulatory authority and the industry 

[54]. Fortunately, recent advances in crop genome editing with in vitro transcribed RNA [19] and 

Cas9 ribonucleoproteins [46, 57, 58] suggest that the potential for unintended insertions of DNA 

vector-derived sequences can be eliminated in many cases. Where these methods cannot be 

used, unwanted DNA-vector derived insertions could be detected by whole genome sequencing 

and, if not linked to the target modification, removed by backcrossing. 

Finally, this study demonstrates the utility of two methods for detecting and quantifying on-target 

and off-target indels: TIDE analysis of Sanger sequence traces, and CRISPResso analysis of NGS 

reads. Although restriction enzyme-based assays such as PCR-RE and T7E1 are rapid, cheap and 

widely used for mutation detection, they suffer from several drawbacks and may not be suitable 

in some circumstances. For example, if the target site lacks a restriction site at the canonical cut 

site (as was the case with gRNA6 in this study), then the PCR-RE assay is impractical. On the other 

hand, the T7E1 enzyme recognises and cleaves mismatched DNA produced through denaturation 

and re-annealing of wild type and mutant PCR amplicons, so it does not require a restriction site. 

However, the T7E1 assay may produce results that are difficult to interpret if the wild type 
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amplicons are polymorphic (a potential problem in polyploids) [59]. Moreover, restriction 

enzyme-based assays provide essentially no information about the indel spectrum or sequences 

of mutant alleles. Such information can be useful for the purpose of selecting gRNAs for particular 

applications [60, 61]. The sequencing-based mutation detection methods used in this study 

overcome the limitations described above, and come with the added benefit of greater sensitivity. 

Sanger sequencing combined with TIDE analysis takes only a few days and can be cost-effective 

for low/medium throughput screening, considering that sequencing of the opposite strand is 

unnecessary if the forward sequence trace is high-quality. NGS combined with CRISPResso 

analysis taken longer and is only cost-effective for high throughput screening. In some cases, 

significant expertise in bioinformatics may be required for the analysis of NGS reads derived from 

polyploid species. A number of other mutation detection methods have been established [62, 63]. 

Ultimately, the choice of mutation detection method should be made on a case-by-case basis, 

taking into consideration the goals of the experiment and the available resources [59].  

 

Conclusions 

In summary, this study demonstrates that gRNA validation is an essential step in the application of 

the CRISPR-Cas9 system in wheat. gRNA validation should be carried out prior to commencing 

transformation and tissue culture experiments for the production of stably edited wheat plants. 

We have established a reliable method for assessing gRNA activity and specificity in hexaploid 

wheat. The method was used to identify a gRNA that could potentially be used for the production 

of non-transgenic glyphosate resistant wheat lines. Our approach is applicable to any plant 

species amenable to protoplast transformation, and should facilitate the adoption of CRISPR-Cas9 

technology for genome editing in wheat and other polyploid crops. 

 

Methods 
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Cloning and sequencing of EPSPS in wheat cv. Fielder 

A full-length Triticum aestivum EPSPS cDNA consensus sequence (1789 bp) was retrieved from 

GenBank [EU977181] and used as the query for a BLASTN search against the T. aestivum EST 

database. The returned ESTs were assembled de novo into contigs using the Geneious Assembler 

in Geneious v9. The cDNA consensus sequence and EST-derived contigs were then aligned with 

genomic sequences from the TGACv1 wheat genome assembly (scaffold_569503_7AS:9611-

10115, scaffold_290435_4AL:41770-42544 and scaffold_623048_7DS:39649-41774), using the 

MUSCLE Alignment tool in Geneious. Based on this multiple sequence alignment, primers were 

designed (Additional file 15) to amplify a >2 kb region of the three homoeologous copies of EPSPS 

in cv. Fielder. Amplicons were TOPO cloned into pCR8 (Invitrogen), and two independent pCR8-

TaEPSPS-FL clones derived from each homoeoallele (based on diagnostic restriction enzyme 

digest) were validated by Sanger sequencing (Australian Genome Research Facility). The Sanger 

sequence reads were aligned to produce a consensus sequence for each homoeoallele. The 

consensus sequences were then incorporated into the multiple sequence alignment and used as 

the basis for gRNA design.    

 

gRNA design 

Seven gRNAs were manually designed to target EPSPS. Protospacer sequences were 20-22 

nucleotides in length, and were located immediately 5’ of a PAM sequence (5’-NGG-3’). An extra 

G nucleotide was appended to the 5’ end of gRNA6 in order to ensure efficient transcription of 

the gRNA [64].  

 

In silico prediction of on-target gRNA activity 

On-target gRNA activity was predicted using the CRISPRko [29, 65]  and WU-CRISPR [27, 66] tools, 

according to the developers’ guidelines.  
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Vector design and construction 

All vectors were designed using Geneious software. To construct the gRNA vector, the gRNA 

expression cassette [9] consisting of the TaU6 promoter and a non-targeting gRNA was 

synthesised (GenScript) and TOPO cloned into pCR8 (Invitrogen). The BbsI site in the pCR8 

backbone was then removed by digestion with NheI and self-ligation, resulting in pCR8-U6-gRNA 

(negative control for editing). To insert guide sequences into pCR8-U6-gRNA, the guide sequence 

oligos (Additional file 15) were first annealed by combining 1 µL of each oligo (100 µM) with 1X T4 

DNA ligase buffer (Invitrogen) in a total reaction volume of 10 µL. The reaction was heated to 95°C 

for 5 min and then left at room temperature for 30 min. Annealed oligos were inserted into pCR8-

U6-gRNA by simultaneous digestion/ligation using 1 µL annealed oligos, 50 ng pCR8-U6-gRNA, 1X 

NEBuffer 2.1, 2 units BbsI (New England Biolabs), 1X T4 DNA ligase buffer, and 0.5 units T4 DNA 

ligase (Invitrogen) in a total reaction volume of 10 µL. Cycling conditions were as follows: 37°C for 

1 h, 15°C for 1 min, 20°C for 10 min (2 cycles), and finally 37°C for 1 h. Positive clones of pCR8-U6-

gRNA loaded with the guide sequence were identified by diagnostic double digest with BbsI and 

EcoRI-HF (New England Biolabs), and validated by Sanger sequencing (Australian Genome 

Research Facility).    

To construct the Cas9 vector, the rice codon-optimised SpCas9 gene with N- and C-terminal 

nuclear localisation signals [9] was synthesised (GenScript) and inserted into the generic vector 

pUbi-rbcS as an NcoI–AscI fragment between the maize Ubiquitin 1 promoter [67, 68] and the 

wheat rbcS Class II terminator [69], resulting in pUbi-Cas9-rbcS.  

To construct the YFP vector, the EYFP gene was inserted into pUbi-rbcS in the same manner as 

above, resulting in pUbi-YFP-rbcS. 

 

Protoplast isolation and transformation 

Protoplast isolation and transformation was carried out as described [39], with several 

modifications. Seedlings of T. aestivum cv. Fielder were grown in potted soil within a growth 
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chamber at 24°C with a photoperiod of 12 h light (~100 µmol m-2 s-1) and 12 h dark, for 7-8 days. 

Only vigorous seedlings (five to eight in total) were used for protoplast isolation. A razor blade 

was used to make a shallow cut across the adaxial surface of the primary leaf, from which the 

abaxial epidermis was peeled off. Leaf peels were placed abaxial side down in a petri dish 

containing 0.6 M mannitol for 15 min. Leaf peels were then placed abaxial side down in a petri 

dish containing 10 mL of cell wall-dissolving enzyme solution [20 mM MES-KOH (pH 5.7), 1.5% 

(wt/vol) cellulase Onozuka RS, 0.75% (wt/vol) macerozyme R10, 0.6 M mannitol, 10 mM KCl, 10 

mM CaCl2, 0.1% (wt/vol) BSA] for 3-4 h with very gentle agitation. After addition of one volume of 

W5 solution [2 mM MES-KOH (pH 5.7), 154 mM NaCl, 125 mM CaCl2, 5 mM KCl], protoplasts were 

filtered through a 100 µm nylon mesh into a petri dish and then carefully transferred to a 30 mL 

round-bottom tube (Sarstedt 55.517). Protoplasts were centrifuged for 3 min at 80 x g, 

resuspended in 15 mL of W5 solution, and incubated on ice for 30 min. The W5 solution was 

removed, and the protoplasts were resuspended in 500 µL MMG solution [4 mM MES-KOH (pH 

5.7), 0.4 M mannitol, 15 mM MgCl2]. The protoplast concentration was determined by cell 

counting on a hemocytometer, and subsequently adjusted to 3.0 x 105 cells/mL using MMG 

solution.  

In an empty 2 mL tube, Ubi-Cas9-rbcS (20 µg, 3.5 pmol) was mixed with either pCR8-U6-gRNA 

(loaded with an EPSPS-specific guide sequence) (20 µg, 10.5 pmol), pCR8-U6-gRNA (negative 

control for editing) (20 µg, 10.5 pmol), or pUbi-YFP-rbcS (positive control for transformation) (20 

µg, 5.7 pmol). Transformation was carried out by adding (in quick succession) 200 µL of 

protoplasts and then 200 µL of PEG solution [40% (wt/vol) PEG-4000, 0.2 M mannitol, 100 mM 

CaCl2] to the tube containing pre-mixed DNA. The DNA/protoplast/PEG mixture was homogenised 

by gently flicking the tube, and then incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The 

transformation reaction was stopped by adding 840 µL of W5 solution and gently inverting the 

tube three times. The protoplasts were centrifuged for 2 min at 100 x g. The supernatant was 

removed and the protoplasts were resuspended in 500 µL W5 solution. The protoplasts were then 
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transferred to 12-well plates (Sarstedt 83.3921.500) coated with 5% vol/vol fetal bovine serum 

(Sigma-Aldrich F4135), and incubated at 23°C in the dark for 48 h.  

The experiment was repeated twice, from the seed planting step. Thus, there were three 

biological replicates for each treatment and control.  

 

Microscopy 

After 16-24 h of incubation, protoplasts co-transformed with pUbi-Cas9-rbcS and pUbi-YFP-rbcS 

(positive control for transformation) were imaged using a Nikon Ni-E microscope equipped with a 

490-500 nm excitation filter and a 520-560 nm emission filter (Adelaide Microscopy Waite 

Facility). Transformation efficiencies were calculated as the proportion of spherical protoplasts (n 

= 100, bright field image) that emitted yellow fluorescence (dark field image).  

 

gDNA extraction 

At the end of the 48 h incubation period, protoplasts were transferred to 2 mL tubes and 

centrifuged for 2 min at 100 x g. The supernatant was removed and gDNA was extracted from the 

protoplast pellet using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN) according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. DNA was eluted from the spin column with 28 µL of elution buffer. 

 

Target site amplification 

To obtain amplicons for Sanger sequencing, a genomic region containing all seven target sites was 

amplified by PCR using homoeoallele-specific primers (Additional file 15). PCR was performed 

using 30-40 ng gDNA template, 0.8 µM primers, 200 µM dNTPs, 1X Phusion HF buffer, and 0.6 

units Phusion Hot Start Flex DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) in a total reaction volume of 

50 µL. gDNA obtained from nulli-tetrasomic lines of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring was used as 

template in control PCR reactions to confirm that amplification was homoeoallele-specific. Cycling 
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conditions for touchdown PCR were as follows: initial denaturation at 98°C for 1 min, 

denaturation at 98°C for 5 sec, annealing at 68-63°C (7AS and 7DS) or 66-61°C (4AL) for 15 sec, 

extension at 72°C for 55 sec, and final extension at 72°C for 5 min. The starting annealing 

temperature was decreased by 0.5°C each cycle for 10 cycles, followed by 30 cycles at the final 

annealing temperature. The PCR product was run on 1% agarose gel, from which amplicons were 

extracted using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted from the spin column with 15 µL of diluted (1 in 40) 

elution buffer and quantified using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer.  

To obtain amplicons for NGS, two rounds of PCR were carried out. In the first round of PCR, a 

genomic region containing all seven target sites was amplified using conserved primers containing 

5’ universal tail sequences (Additional file 15) to which Illumina index primers anneal in the 

second round of PCR. PCR was performed using 20-40 ng gDNA template, 0.25 µM primers, 200 

µM dNTPs, 1X Phusion HF buffer, and 0.2 units Phusion Hot Start Flex DNA Polymerase in a total 

reaction volume of 20 µL. Cycling conditions for touchdown PCR were as follows: initial 

denaturation at 98°C for 1 min, denaturation at 98°C for 5 sec, annealing at 62-57°C for 15 sec, 

extension at 72°C for 10 sec, and final extension at 72°C for 2 min. The starting annealing 

temperature was decreased by 0.5°C each cycle for 10 cycles, followed by 25 cycles at the final 

annealing temperature. The PCR product was purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads 

(Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The second round of PCR was 

performed using 10 ng DNA template (purified amplicons from the first round of PCR), 0.3 µM 

primers (Illumina Nextera XT), 200 µM dNTPs, 1X Phusion HF buffer, and 0.2 units Phusion Hot 

Start Flex DNA Polymerase in a total reaction volume of 10 µL. Cycling conditions were as follows: 

initial denaturation at 98°C for 1 min, denaturation at 98°C for 5 sec, annealing at 60°C for 15 sec, 

extension at 72°C for 6 sec, and final extension at 72°C for 2 min (7 cycles in total). The indexed 

PCR products were purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads.  
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Sanger sequencing and TIDE analysis 

To detect targeted indels produced via NHEJ, homoeoallele-specific amplicons from each PCR 

reaction were subjected to Sanger sequencing (Australian Genome Research Facility) in the 

forward and reverse directions with nested homoeoallele-specific primers (Additional file 15). The 

3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) was used for sequencing, and bases were called with 

KB Basecaller v1.4.1.8. Output AB1 files were uploaded to the online TIDE analysis tool [34]. In 

TIDE, minor adjustments to the decomposition window were made based on information 

provided on the online TIDE analysis tool Troubleshooting webpage. All other TIDE settings were 

the default. The indel frequency for each gRNA/homoeoallele/replicate was calculated as the 

mean percent of sequences containing significant indels (p < 0.001) for the forward and reverse 

reads.   

 

Next generation sequencing and CRISPResso analysis 

To detect targeted indels produced via NHEJ, indexed PCR products were quantified by qPCR, 

diluted to 4 nM, pooled in equal volumes, spiked with 10% PhiX Control v3, and then sequenced 

on the Illumina MiSeq platform using the MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 300 cycle (Australian Genome 

Research Facility). The raw reads from each sample were mapped to the three homoeologous 

amplicon reference sequences in two phases using Bowtie 2 [70]. The aim of the first phase was 

to map unedited reads using the following parameters: --end-to-end --very-sensitive --np 0 --mp 

6,1 --rdg 999,999 --rfg 999,999 --score-min L,-6,0. Unmapped reads from the first phase were 

used as input for the second phase, where reads with indels and some low quality mismatches 

were mapped using the following parameters: --end-to-end --very-sensitive --np 0 --mp 76,1 --rdg 

24,1 --rfg 9,14 --score-min L,-75,0. Next, the resulting two BAM files were sliced for the reads that 

mapped to the respective three amplicons and merged together using SAMtools [71]. An in-house 

bash script was used to extract the mapped unedited/edited reads from the merged BAM files, 

and these sequence files in FASTQ format were used as input for CRISPResso [35] analysis using 

the following parameters: --w 20 --hide_mutations_outside_window_NHEJ --save_also_png --
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trim_sequences -q 30 --exclude_bp_from_left 5 --exclude_bp_from_right 5 --

ignore_substitutions. Allele frequencies were calculated by summing the values in the %Reads 

column of the CRISPResso allele frequency table, after filtering out all aligned sequences that did 

not contain the allele sequence shown in Fig. 2c. Indel frequencies were calculated as the %NHEJ 

for the gRNA minus the %NHEJ for the negative control, based on data from the CRISPResso pie 

charts. 

  

Analysis of large insertions 

To detect large insertions (≥20 bp), a separate CRISPResso analysis was carried out using 

unmapped NGS reads as input, with the same CRISPResso settings as above. Data in CRISPResso 

allele frequency tables were sorted based on insertion size (largest to smallest), and then filtered 

to exclude aligned sequences containing insertions of <20 bp. Reads containing insertions of ≥20 

bp were aligned to the cv. Fielder consensus sequences in Geneious using the MUSCLE alignment 

tool. The sequences of the insertions were then searched for in the sequences of pUbi-Cas9-rbcS 

and pCR8-U6-gRNA. Allele frequencies were calculated by summing the values in the %Reads 

column of the CRISPResso allele frequency table, after filtering out all aligned sequences that did 

not contain the allele sequence shown in Fig. 3.   

 

Abbreviations 

CRISPR, clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas9, CRISPR-associated 

protein 9; gRNA, guide RNA; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif; DSB, double-strand break; NHEJ, 

non-homologous end joining; HDR, homology directed repair; EPSPS, 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-
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Additional files 

 

 

Additional file 1. Bright field and dark field microscopy of protoplasts co-transformed with pUbi-Cas9-rbcS and pUbi-YFP-rbcS (A, C, E, G, I, K), and 

untransformed protoplasts (B, D, F, H, J, L). Three replicates (A-D, E-H, and I-L) for each treatment are shown, along with the transformation efficiency for 

each replicate (% of protoplasts transformed). Scale bar = 100 µm. 
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Additional file 2. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA1. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 

Additional file 3. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA2. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 

Additional file 4. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA3. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 

Additional file 5. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA4. (ZIP/AB1 2.9 MB) 

Additional file 6. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA5. (ZIP/AB1 2.9 MB) 

Additional file 7. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA6. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 

Additional file 8. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with gRNA7. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 

Additional file 9. Forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-specific amplicons 

derived from protoplasts treated with a non-targeting (random guide sequence) negative control 

gRNA. (ZIP/AB1 2.8 MB) 
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Additional file 10. Homoeoallele-specific amplification of EPSPS on chromosomes 7AS, 4AL and 7DS following transient co-expression of Cas9 and gRNA in 

wheat protoplasts. Nulli-tetra (-) genomic DNA template does not contain the target chromosome. Nulli-tetra (+) genomic DNA template does contain the 

target chromosome. NT, no template; *gRNA, non-targeting (random guide sequence) gRNA. Three replicates were performed. All bands to the right of the 

ladder were gel purified and Sanger sequenced in the forward and reverse directions. 
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Additional file 11. TIDE indel spectra/frequencies for gRNAs 1-7 targeting EPSPS in wheat 

protoplasts. Shown are results for forward and reverse Sanger sequence reads of homoeoallele-

specific amplicons derived from chromosomes 7AS, 4AL, and 7DS. Three replicates were 

performed. (PDF 9.8 MB) 

Additional file 12. CRISPResso allele frequency tables used for analysis of indels induced by 

gRNA2 in replicate 1. (ZIP/XLS 224 KB) 

Additional file 13. CRISPResso NHEJ pie charts. (PDF 1.3 MB) 

Additional file 14. CRISPResso allele frequency tables used for analysis of large insertions (≥20 bp) 

induced by gRNA2 and gRNA5 in replicate 3. (ZIP/XSL 4.4 MB) 
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Additional file 15. Primers and oligonucleotides used in this study.  

Oligo name Sequence 5'-3' (non-binding in red) Use 

TaEPSPS_Ex1_3'_F2 GCTCCAAGTCGCTCTCCAAC Cloning of EPSPS on 7AS/4AL 

TaEPSPS_Ex5_R2 TTCGACAGTCACAGTCCCTCC Cloning of EPSPS on 7AS/4AL and Sanger 
seq of pCR8-TaEPSPS-FL clones 

TaEPSPS_D_Int6_R CGCACGTGCTAGATTGC Cloning of EPSPS on 7DS 
TaEPSPS_Ex2_F CTGTGGTTGTTGGCTGTGG Sanger seq of pCR8-TaEPSPS-FL clones 
TaEPSPS_Ex3_R2 CGCTCCCTCATTCTTGGTAC Sanger seq of pCR8-TaEPSPS-FL clones 
TaEPSPS-gRNA1_F CTTGAACTGCAATGCGGCCACTGA Sense oligo for gRNA1 
TaEPSPS-gRNA1_R AAACTCAGTGGCCGCATTGCAGTT Antisense oligo for gRNA1 
TaEPSPS-gRNA2_F CTTGCTACTACAGCTGCCGTCAG Sense oligo for gRNA2 
TaEPSPS-gRNA2_R AAACCTGACGGCAGCTGTAGTAG Antisense oligo for gRNA2 
TaEPSPS-gRNA3_F CTTGATCAGTCTCCAAACATACCCA Sense oligo for gRNA3 
TaEPSPS-gRNA3_R AAACTGGGTATGTTTGGAGACTGAT Antisense oligo for gRNA3 
TaEPSPS-gRNA4_F CTTGAAATAAGTATGAGATCCAT Sense oligo for gRNA4 
TaEPSPS-gRNA4_R AAACATGGATCTCATACTTATTT Antisense oligo for gRNA4 
TaEPSPS-gRNA5_F CTTGGTCGAAAAGGACGCCAAAG Sense oligo for gRNA5 
TaEPSPS-gRNA5_R AAACCTTTGGCGTCCTTTTCGAC Antisense oligo for gRNA5 
TaEPSPS-gRNA6_F CTTGAAGCTCTTCTTGGGTAATGC Sense oligo for gRNA6 
TaEPSPS-gRNA6_R AAACGCATTACCCAAGAAGAGCTT Antisense oligo for gRNA6 
TaEPSPS-gRNA7_F CTTGTAATGCTGGAACTGCAATG Sense oligo for gRNA7 
TaEPSPS-gRNA7_R AAACCATTGCAGTTCCAGCATTA Antisense oligo for gRNA7 
TaEPSPS_A_Int1_F AGCTTGTATTTGGATCAAGATATC Amplification of EPSPS on 7AS 
TaEPSPS_A_Int4_R TCAGTAAAAGCGTAGATGTGAC Amplification of EPSPS on 7AS 
TaEPSPS_B_Int1_F TTCTGATGGACCCTTTATGAG Amplification of EPSPS on 4AL 
TaEPSPS_B_Int4_R CAAACAACTGCCGATGTT Amplification of EPSPS on 4AL 
TaEPSPS_D_Int1_F CATTGGATTGTGTAGCTTGTAC Amplification/cloning of EPSPS on 7DS 
TaEPSPS_D_Int4_R GCCAAACAACTGCCGATATC Amplification of EPSPS on 7DS 
TaEPSPS_A_Int1_F2 GATCCGTAGCTTGTTTCTGG Sanger seq of amplicons from 7AS 
TaEPSPS_A_Int3_R ACAGAAGTGTGCACAAAGTAG Sanger seq of amplicons from 7AS 
TaEPSPS_B_Int1_F2 TCACTGTCATATCTAGCTGATCT Sanger seq of amplicons from 4AL 
TaEPSPS_B_Int3_R GTACATAACATGCAATTTCACG Sanger seq of amplicons from 4AL 
TaEPSPS_D_Int1_F2 TAGCTGATCCGTAGCTTGTC Sanger seq of amplicons from 7DS 
TaEPSPS_D_Int3_R GTACATAACATGCAAGTTCACA Sanger seq of amplicons from 7DS 

TaEPSPS_NGS_F_P5 
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAG 
AGACAGGTGGAAGCAGATAAAGTTGC First round of amplification for NGS 

TaEPSPS_NGS_R_P7 
GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAG 
AGACAGCCATCAAGCACATAACTGAAG First round of amplification for NGS 
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CHAPTER 4  

 

General discussion 
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This PhD project was designed to:  

1. Test the CRISPR/Cas9 system and apply it to wheat for the production of mutant lines. 

2. Develop tools and methods for optimising the CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome editing in 

wheat. 

 

The main findings are chapter specific and presented in the experimental manuscripts (Chapters 2 

and 3), but in short they are:  

I. The CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used for targeted gene knockout in wheat, and mutant 

lines can be regenerated. 

II. The choice of gRNA can have a significant impact on the efficiency and specificity of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system. 

III. gRNA activity and specificity can be rapidly assessed in wheat protoplasts. 

 

Significance of the work and contribution to knowledge 

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a powerful tool for crop improvement. However, the application of 

this technology to wheat is particularly challenging due to wheat being hexaploid and recalcitrant 

to transformation. In addition, a high-quality annotated reference genome sequence for wheat 

has only recently become available. In diploid crops such as rice, the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be 

used to generate biallelic mutations (complete gene knockout) in the first generation with high 

efficiency (Zhang et al., 2014). In wheat, complete gene knockout can be difficult to achieve in the 

first generation due to gene functional redundancy (Zhang et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2018). In this 

PhD project, we circumvented this problem by selecting a target gene (Ms1) whose homoeologs 

are non-functional. In doing so, we successfully generated knockout lines in the first generation, 

thereby avoiding the need to carry out additional conventional breeding steps to recover the 

mutant phenotype (male sterility). This strategy could potentially be used for other wheat genes 

whose homoeologs are non-functional. Although it was already known that recessive mutations in 
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Ms1 result in male sterility (Tucker et al., 2017), there had been no demonstration of a method 

for rapidly introducing recessive Ms1 alleles into different wheat varieties. We showed that the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used for this purpose. As a result, Ms1 can now be deployed for 

commercial hybrid seed production.  

We found that the choice of gRNA can have a significant impact on the efficiency of targeted 

mutagenesis. Only one out the three gRNAs targeting Ms1 worked. Therefore, we established a 

method for the rapid assessment of gRNA activity and specificity in wheat protoplasts. Although 

we built on previous work (Shan et al., 2013, 2014), our method is more comprehensive and we 

also discovered that in silico prediction of gRNA activity is currently not very accurate, at least for 

small sample sizes. Furthermore, we identified a gRNA that could be used in future experiments 

to develop non-transgenic glyphosate-resistant wheat lines.  

 

Problems encountered 

The main problems encountered during this project were related to transformation and mutation 

detection. Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was carried out by following a published 

protocol (with minor modifications) that is reported to give transformation efficiencies of 50-90% 

(Ishida et al., 2015). However, the transformation efficiencies in this project were only 8% for 

cultivar Gladius and 11% for cultivar Fielder. The lower transformation efficiencies could be due to 

a variety of factors, including minor modifications to the published protocol, such as the use of 

Agrobacterium strain AGL1 instead of strain EHA105, and the use of a different T-DNA binary 

vector. However, such minor modifications are unlikely to account for such a large reduction in 

transformation efficiencies. The most likely explanation is differences in plant growth conditions. 

As stated in the original protocol (Ishida et al., 2015), the quality of the immature embryos is one 

of the most important factors for achieving highly efficient wheat transformation, and the 

production of high-quality embryos depends on the use of optimised greenhouse conditions. 

Unfortunately, greenhouse conditions can be very difficult to control year-round, especially when 
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there is seasonal variation, as is the case in the location where this project was carried out. A 

suitable growth chamber was not available for this project. Therefore, options for dealing with 

this problem were limited.   

Protoplast transformation was also challenging in the beginning. In the first experiment, DNA 

delivery to protoplasts failed due to the way in which the samples were processed. Specifically, 

protoplasts were added to each tube and mixed with the DNA, and then PEG was added to each 

tube. As there were many samples (> 30) in the first experiment (because the aim was to optimise 

several variables), this processing method resulted in prolonged incubation of DNA with 

protoplasts prior to the addition of PEG. This resulted in a transformation efficiency of close to 

0%, presumably because the DNA was rapidly degraded by nucleases released from broken 

protoplasts. The importance of avoiding prolonged incubation of DNA with protoplasts prior to 

the addition of PEG was realised after two samples of leftover wildtype protoplasts from the first 

experiment were successfully transformed (albeit at low frequencies of around 20%) the following 

day. Fresh protoplasts should show higher transformation efficiencies, so this result was 

unexpected. However, as only two samples were processed, prolonged incubation of DNA with 

protoplasts prior to the addition of PEG was unintentionally avoided. Follow up experiments 

confirmed that protoplast transformation efficiencies decrease as DNA/protoplast incubation 

time increases. Even if the DNA is incubated with protoplasts for only five minutes, 

transformation efficiencies are significantly reduced. This is consistent with a previous report on 

oil palm protoplast transformation (Masani et al., 2014). In that study, increasing the incubation 

time from 10 minutes to 15 minutes or 30 minutes reduced the transformation efficiency from 

2.5% to 1.42% and 0.65%, respectively (Masani et al., 2014). Unfortunately, the authors did not 

test the effect of reducing the incubation time, and therefore it seems likely that the low 

transformation efficiency of 2.5% was due to the DNA being incubated with protoplasts for 10 

minutes. It is hoped that the method reported in Chapter 3 of this thesis will help researchers to 

avoid this technical pitfall in the future.     

Despite solving the above problem, protoplast transformation efficiencies were still relatively low. 
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Results from optimisation experiments showed that the low transformation efficiencies were due 

to the use of a high protoplast-to-DNA ratio. Protoplast transformation was carried out by 

following a published protocol (Shan et al., 2014), with modifications. In the original protocol, it is 

recommended to mix 500,000 protoplasts (in 200 µL) with 20 µg of each DNA construct (Shan et 

al., 2014). Despite many attempts in this project, high transformation efficiencies were never 

achieved using that protoplast-to-DNA ratio. However, reducing the number of protoplast to 

60,000 boosted transformation efficiencies dramatically. High transformation efficiencies 

(typically around 70%) were consistently achieved by using the lower protoplast-to-DNA ratio and 

avoiding prolonged incubation of DNA with protoplasts prior to the addition of PEG. In addition, 

due to the extreme fragility of protoplasts, handling them very gently at all times was critical to 

success.  

Mutation detection was challenging due to wheat being hexaploid. Since homoeologous SNPs and 

indels can produce false positives, it was necessary to design and test several sets of 

homoeoallele-specific primers. Unfortunately, the best set of primers produced amplicons that 

were larger than the ideal size and this may have caused problems downstream. Initially, the T7E1 

enzyme was used to detect mutations in DNA extracted from transformed protoplasts, but this 

method produced high background noise on the agarose gel, possibly due the to large amplicon 

size. The individual strands of larger amplicons could be expected to form more complex 

secondary structures following the denaturation and re-annealing step of the T7E1 protocol. Such 

secondary structures might result in DNA mismatches that are cleaved by the T7E1 enzyme, 

resulting in high background noise. To deal with this problem, the T7E1 assay was not used again, 

and instead the amplicons were subjected to Sanger sequencing. The Sanger sequence traces 

were then analysed using the TIDE tool. This approach worked well, as reported in Chapter 3.  

Amplicon deep sequencing was also used for mutation detection, and this approach presented 

significant challenges during the bioinformatics analysis. In particular, the high sequence similarity 

between homoeoalleles made it difficult to assign individual reads to the correct homoeoallele. 

Several online tools were evaluated to see if they could reliably assign reads to the correct 
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homoeoallele, but none of them produced satisfactory results. Therefore, a custom script had to 

be written, and this was not straightforward. 

 

Future research directions 

Research on CRISPR/Cas9 and other CRISRP systems is advancing at a rapid pace and this is likely 

to continue. Plant transformation and regeneration is still a major bottleneck in the genome 

editing pipeline, but exciting new technologies such as nanoparticle-mediated transformation are 

starting to be developed. New viral vectors, including synthetic viral vectors, could potentially 

help to reduce the current reliance on time-consuming and laborious conventional transformation 

methods that use tissue culture. In addition, the low efficiency of editing via HDR is a significant 

limitation. The use of Cas9 nickases in combination with rationally designed ssDNA donor 

templates needs to be tested, especially for small sequence changes. Cpf1 could potentially be 

used for making large insertions, as it generates DSBs with sticky ends. The development and 

optimisation of CRISPR/Cas9 base editing systems is another high priority, particularly as this 

would in many cases obviate the need to harness HDR. In addition, improved tools are needed for 

in silico prediction of gRNA activity and identification of potential off-target sites. At the same 

time, CRISPR/Cas9 should be applied for crop improvement, and this will require identification 

and prioritisation of gene targets. The recent de novo domestication of wild tomato is exemplary. 

The future looks bright for plant genome editing.  
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